


I’ve struggled with writer’s block my entire life.

In college, I believed that if my writing did not spring forth from my pen like Toni Morrison or Pat Conroy, then it was pointless.  

As a copy apprentice, I suffered from a crippling fear of not being good enough, not being perfect, and embarrassing myself.

As a copywriter, I procrastinated until my mentor, David Deutsch, nicknamed me “Lucy” because I was always “pulling the  
football” away at the last-minute, promising to deliver the copy and then vanishing.

And, there have been times when the drama in my family life (and in the world) smothered my creativity,  and the words I was 
supposed to write got caught in the back of my throat. 

And yet… through it all, I’ve still been able to produce winning control after winning control.

Over the past twenty years, my copy has generated over $100 million in sales for my clients, including financial trading services, 
alternative health supplements, and various information products. 

I’ve mentored and copy chiefed some of the most successful copywriters working today. And, perhaps my proudest achieve-
ment, I’ve founded the Titanides Mentoring Collective for female marketers, entrepreneurs, and copywriters. A women-only 
network that teaches proven strategies to help women command more authority and earn 250% better pay.

But, regardless of my career highlight reel…

...I know it lingers.

I know it lurks furtively in dark corners. I know my writer’s block could strike at any moment. This is why, when I find myself 
struggling, I turn to my all-women A-list network to save me from the shadows. 

After years of leaning on them in times of trouble, I decided the right thing to do would be to shine a spotlight on their  
brilliance. I wanted to showcase the sanity-saving lessons I have used over the years that dragged me across the finish line  
each and every time. The result is the treasure trove of wisdom in your hand, The Titanides Mentoring Collective Presents:   
17 Ways To Beat Back Writer’s Block and Win.

In this book, you’ll find solutions to writer’s block from some of the greatest and smartest women in business. They will help 
you keep writing, keep producing, keep generating income, even when you’re emotionally drained and creatively exhausted.

Not only will these 17 lessons help you survive a creativity drought, but they will also help you stamp out imposter syndrome 
and silence the negative monkey chatter.

This book will help clear out your clogged neural pathways so you can sit down, focus, and write compelling copy and wise 
words every time you open your laptop.

Together, these powerhouse women can help you push past writer’s block and thrive.

And that is the goal of the Titanides Mentoring Collective, to build a new arena where dynamic, creative women can mentor 
each other on the road to success.

Now, let’s get writing.

Marcella Allison,  
Founder, The Titanides Mentoring Collective

www.titanides.com
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My biggest creative blocks always happen in the midst of chaos. 

Right at the moment I need my creativity most, it vanishes… and it can take all manner of coaxing to bring it back. 

Long walks can help, a day spent napping and reading can help, wine and a raucous night with a few girlfriends can 
help… but sometimes those strategies are about as useful as a plaster on an axe wound.

The last major creative block I had happened in May of 2019. 

In the twelve months prior, I had ended a long-term relationship, started a podcast, finished three client books, 
launched a second book of my own, travelled internationally for business three times, visited my family on the other 
side of the world, moved out of my house and started dating someone else.

I was a little bit (or, you know, soul-crushingly) exhausted...
There was the inescapable fact of the two additional books I was due to deliver in the next three months…  

And I could not write a word.

There’s a very distinct feeling that’s become familiar in these moments. These moments of anguish at being deserted 
by my creativity have happened often enough that I know the signs. 

My lower abdomen starts clenching up. I feel like I might simultaneously start puking and weeping. I desperately 
want to just fall asleep on the floor of a very hot shower. 

That feeling is my klaxon call. It’s the siren that means it’s go time — I’m in a state of emergency and it’s time to pull 
out some very big guns. 

Long walks and drinking parties be damned! Give me silence and pure solitude, or I might actually die.

I open Google Maps, find a forest I haven’t visited before, find any accommodation that’s sufficiently removed from 
any kind of settlement, get a car and get the hell out of town as fast as I can. 

Normally I’m in my hotel room, trying to climb out the window into a tree, about 3 hours later.

Most recently, I rented a car, packed way too many books in a backpack, and drove 2 hours out of Lisbon to a 
20-house village called Mendiga in rural Portugal. I pulled up at the ancient farmhouse, surrounded by fields full of 
sheep, and collapsed into 13 hours of sleep.

Each morning for the next 3 days, I drove out to a trailhead and hiked across scrubby moors for a few hours. 

Creative Lesson #1: Befriend Silence
By Laura Gale
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Laura Gale: Befriend Silence

I let myself get lost and trusted my senses to find my way back. 

I let myself get drenched in the rain and relished feeling my body work hard to get warm. 

I sat at a pilgrim’s crossroads in meditation, exhaling everything that was no longer mine to carry.

Each afternoon, I mainlined instant coffee and worked like a fiend.

When the sun started dropping and my see-the-sun-
set-over-the-mountains FOMO kicked in, I got up 
and walked the hills.

When I came back in the country dark, I opened 
a bottle of wine from the cellar and left a note to 
charge me for it. 

When other guests emerged, I smiled and moved 
away.

I didn’t talk to anyone for 3 days, and that’s how I 
wanted it.

In silence I don’t care about consequences. And when 
I can let go of consequences, my fears for my creativ-
ity — that I won’t be as good as I used to be, that people will feel let down, that I’ll have to build a whole new identity 
— ebb away.

And when fear ebbs away, creativity seeps back into the void left behind.

Suddenly there’s an urgency to start working, to start capturing the ideas that have germinated in the peaceful dark. 
Opening a piece of writing to work on, I’m thrilled at the threads I find, just waiting to be braided together.

That quick, magic moment only sparks when I have a long stretch of time and such profound quiet that I can hear 
my own thoughts — and only my thoughts.

I’m lucky to have the option to go to nature when I need recharging, to be able to seek out silence and sink into it 
when progress must be made.

But I think all creative people need this, and even the people who wouldn’t call themselves creative (really, we’re all 
creative in some way). Do it for yourself, even if the best you can do right now is going to a local park and lying on 
the grass for a few minutes.

The quiet hum of the earth, the moment you choose to give to yourself — that’s where the magic comes from. That’s 
what allows you to take your raw material and spin it into something strong and special.

So, take your moments. Befriend silence. Go to the work recharged. This is how you restore your creativity. 
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Laura Gale

Laura Gale is a ghostwriter and developmental editor, specializing in book devel-
opment for business owners. Born and raised in Sydney, Australia, she now lives in 
Lisbon, Portugal. She has a degree in writing and publishing, and got her start in 
publishing working on projects like JK Rowling’s post-Harry Potter publications,  
and the memoirs of Michael Palin, Nelson Mandela and Tina Fey. She has now  
written over 15 books for entrepreneurs who want to transform their businesses  
and leave a powerful legacy.

Laura is also the bestselling author of Content That Converts and How To Write This Book, the  
co-host of the Business of Writing podcast, and the creator of the Ghost Protocol writing course  
for aspiring ghostwriters.

www.lauraiswriting.com

Laura Gale: Befriend Silence

https://lauraiswriting.com/
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I’m just gonna say it. 

“Writer’s Block” is a myth.

I don’t believe in it. 

After nearly a decade of professional writing experience, I’ve found that “writer’s block” is simply a product of not 
doing enough research. 

That feeling of being “stuck” in your writing?

You can probably chalk that up to not having the information you need in your head yet! 

I’ve found the fastest way to get over “writer’s block” is to go back to your material and start reading. All great writ-
ing starts with reading. 

But what about those times when you’ve read and read and read until your eyeballs are ready to fall out of your 
head?

What if you’ve done ALL the research and STILL don’t have that all-encompassing “big idea” to inspire your next 
great piece of prose? 

The concept of developing this “big idea” is a huge topic of conversation in the copywriting world (my world). In fact, 
some copywriters specialize exclusively in generating big ideas. 

For those who don’t know, the “big idea” is the one main hook, theme, angle, story, etc. that you’re basing your sales 
message on. 

It’s one of the most (if not THE most) important parts of the sales message. 

So where do you start when searching for that next “big idea”? 

Like most elements of writing, the best place to start is by researching your audience. 

Ugh. But what a boring word. “Research.”

So think of it this way. The best way to “research” is to simply look for the hint of a story.

Creative Lesson #2:  
Unconventional Places to 
Find Your “Next Big Idea”
By Rachel Mazza
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Rachel Mazza: Unconventional  Places to Find Your “Next Big Idea”

We all love stories, right? 

Contrary to popular belief – the best stories don’t come from your imagination.
They come from REAL LIFE.

Yep. You might think life is boring, but reality is WACK yo!

(Seriously. This pandemic is creating stories the next generation probably won’t even believe! Be honest, how many 
of y’all have named your sourdough starters by now.)

By digging into your audience and THEIR stories, you’re almost guaranteed to create something that will resonate 
with them. 

To find the stories buried in your audience’s head – Start researching their fears, frustrations, and desires. 
(Plus, look for the reasons they haven’t addressed all of these things already.)

Start digging into what your prospect is currently thinking about…

… read their comments online on social media and in other forums…

… join the lists and channels they’re following…

... straight out ASK THEM or enter into discussions with the….

… and throughout it all, look for those phrases and words that hint at a deeper story when you read  
between the lines. 

Let’s look at an example:

My partner has a business where he helps freelancers learn how to stop undercharging and get paid what they’re worth. 

He’s targeting freelancers who already know how to find clients, but need help with the part where they send a proposal. 

We can start researching them by going to the places where these people would be hanging out and discussing their 
businesses.

Here’s the thing. People looooove to talk about themselves. 

This means all you gotta do is join freelancer Facebook groups and online forums, sign up for successful lists that 
already market to them, read publications or blogs that they would be interested in, etc.

Anywhere you can see what questions and comments these guys are making about quoting, charging, or creating 
proposals for new freelance projects. 

We can even ask questions in these groups ourselves related to quoting and proposals to encourage relevant discussion.

https://learntoquote.com/
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Then we can use their comments and questions to pull out a story. 

Maybe one of these freelancers THOUGHT they considered all the costs required for a project…

But lost money and ended up paying the client to do the work because they underquoted so badly. 

Ugh. That would hurt right? Bet they’d love to tell you more about it if you asked. 

Or maybe someone is going through burnout because they’ve been working their tushy off and still end up broke at 
the end of each month. 

That’s gotta be so frustrating. Think other people might feel the same? 

Or maybe someone didn’t plan for contingency and something came up that caused the project to go WAY over budget… 

We’ve all been there at one time or another, right? Easy to relate to? 

You get the idea. 

All of these would make great stories that you could use for your “big idea.”

But how do you know if your idea is any good? 

Many times it’s really easy to spot bad ideas.

For example... 
this is obviously  
a bad idea.

Rachel Mazza: Unconventional  Places to Find Your “Next Big Idea”
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Or the idea that these beard baubles will land you a hot date...

  Or so so so SO many ideas for tattoos…

But when it comes to writing, it can be tough to tell a good idea from a bad one. 

Many copywriters I know constantly doubt their ideas and their skill. I see this all the time when I’m coaching  
someone or critiquing their copy. 

A writer will say something along the lines of…
“Yeah, I had this idea but I don’t know if it’s any good,” or “I like this story but how do I know if this is going to  
resonate with people?”

I used to do the same thing all the time. 

(Here’s a secret … that imposter syndrome never goes away! Learn to love the fear and you’ll be much happier.)
It’s important to remember that the person on the other side of the screen is a human being just like you. That 
means they’ve got ticks, worries, fears, insecurities, and motivations just like you do. 

And that means if something catches YOUR attention – then it’s a good chance that it will do the same for others.

Of course, the ONLY way to truly know if an idea will work or not is to test it. If anyone tells you differently then 
they’re either lying, insane, or trying to sell you something. 
But…

Rachel Mazza: Unconventional  Places to Find Your “Next Big Idea”
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When you’re trying to find big ideas and hooks that work, don’t discount the 
huge value of your own curiosity!

If you get goosebumps when writing a headline about AI technology taking over the world...

If the embarrassing story about how you pooped your pants in the 8th grade makes you physically cringe when you 
read it…

If your buddy laughs out loud when you ask them to read over your lead about how you snorted beef lasagna out 
your nose when your partner proposed… 

… then it’s a good indication that others will do the same! 

Gary Halbert (arguably one of the greatest copywriters of all time) used to “test” ideas by watching his friends’ facial 
expressions as he told stories and jokes. If they laughed or had a significant reaction in any way – then he knew he 
was on to something. 

He also used to test ideas by messing with people in public and doing uncomfortable social experiments in eleva-
tors… but that’s a story for another time. 

The point is…

The best way to come up with genius writing ideas that really resonate with people in their daily lives is to go out 
and live your life to see what resonates with you.

So, get out there. Talk to people. Read their stories.

And pay attention to what MOVES you. 

Fill your head with great stories, and the writing will take care of itself. 

Rachel Mazza
Co-Host of The Business of Writing Podcast
The Business of Writing Podcast is where the best creative minds of our time share 
how they’ve built thriving businesses around their writing skills.
Your hosts, Rachel Mazza and Laura Gale, have both been writing for a living for 
nearly a decade, and they don’t believe the myth that writing doesn’t pay, and 
they’re here to teach you how to make words work for you.

On their show, they go deep into the art and science of great writing, the business 
acumen you need to make your business thrive, and have writers of all kinds share 
hard-earned insights you won’t get anywhere else in exclusive interviews. 
Because writing is serious business. 

Subscribe to the podcast and get the latest episode at  
https://www.businessofwritingpodcast.com

Rachel Mazza: Unconvential Places to Find Your “Next Big Idea”

https://www.businessofwritingpodcast.com/
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Every writer I know does it – procrastination, that is. 

In fact, just preparing to write this article, I’ve hopped over to Facebook, watched a baby elephant video, looked at 
Instagram, checked email, came back to this article, bopped back to the Internet to catch up on celebrity gossip…
embarrassingly, the list goes on.

Even housework looks good when I have a deadline. And I know I’m not alone. 

Funny thing is, I actually LOVE writing when I sit down and do it. I can get lost playing with different word combina-
tions to share my thoughts. 

The problem is making myself sit down to do it!

I don’t believe most writers are inherently lazy. We actually WANT to meet that deadline. We WANT the writing to be 
over.

But creation can be so taxing. The words are all there for the taking, but assembly is required. Because there are 
infinite word combos to make.

Now I don’t know exactly why, but writers aren’t “normal” people when it comes to time management. We tend to 
have a different experience with concept of time than “civilians.” 

See writers are used to a lot more freedom and flexibility. We like that. It’s one of the perks of being a writer. 

A lot of our writing is done in our heads while taking a walk or a shower. (My favorite time to write is when I’m taking 
a nap.) That’s time that can’t be accounted for to a non-writer. They don’t get it. 

The problem is, it’s easy to let the free time expand until there’s no more room for expansion. 

Not surprisingly, the deadline is suddenly in our faces. 

So we freak out. We get stress headaches. We pop antacids.  

And finally (most of us) get ‘er done, and meet the deadline. But not without putting ourselves through a lot of un-
necessary pain.

Creative Lesson #3:  
It’s OK, Procrastination  
Is Part of Being a Writer!
By Lorrie Morgan
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Lorrie Morgan: It’s OK, Procrastination Is Part of Being a Writer!

It’s kind of silly when you think about. Yet writers will do it over and over and over again.

Here’s my theory about WHY procrastination seems to go hand-in-hand with writing.

Writers procrastinate partially because of Imposter Syndrome.

In other words, we’re terrified deep down that maybe we’re frauds. Maybe we really suck at writing. Maybe we’re not 
“special” or “gifted.” 

The fear of failure can be so strong that it’s just easier to put off that deadline until the last minute. 

And sometimes THEY’RE RIGHT. They aren’t as good as they think or hope they are.

Maybe they got lucky with a successful campaign out of the gate, or sent an email with double digit conversions.

But can they sustain that success? That’s what a lot of writers secretly wonder.  
And so they put off writing a potential bomb.  

The best way to battle the Imposter Syndrome is to hone your chops with top-dog training.

Because you’re only an imposter if you don’t have the chops to back it up!

Lorrie Morgan

Lorrie Morgan is the Copywriter Extraordinaire behind Red Hot Copy. Her specialty is helping busi-
nesses sell to women using specific tactics, word patterns and psychological tools. 

She mentored with greats like Gary Halbert, John Carlton and Dan Kennedy then brought her own 
female mojo to the mix. Her style gets prospects to hypnotically click the BUY ME button. When she’s 
not writing she’s living out her Big Valley fantasy, riding her horse or shooting competitively.

But she always has time to help you with your copy. Visit www.RedHotCopy.com to find out how.

http://www.RedHotCopy.com 
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One time, I was on a freaking gorgeous hike through a redwood forest, on my way to see my first real  
in-person waterfall.

This was in Northern California, and after years of drought, the rains had finally come. The falls promised to be roar-
ing and spectacular, well worth the 12-ish miles out and back.

Somewhere around mile 6, just shy of the falls we’d hiked so far to see… we came upon a downed redwood. The 
recent rains had soaked into the dry ground and the roots couldn’t hold this massive tree up anymore. It had crashed 
down, right on top of the trail.

We’d already come that far to see the falls, so I’m sure you can guess what happened next. Sliding on the ground on 
our butts, covered in mud… crawling between tree branches and over the top of the massive 6-ft diameter trunk.

We got to the other side, picked up the trail, and made it to the falls (which were every bit as spectacular  
as promised).

Now… I tell you that story for a reason.

It’s probably the closest analogy I’ve got to how I think about writer’s block.

I won’t go as far as to proclaim writer’s block as something that doesn’t exist at all… because it does. But it’d serve 
you well to start thinking of it as an obstacle to get around, vs some immovable object in your path. I promise it’s all 
in your head, and getting to the other side is so worth the effort.

So how do you get around such a massive obstacle… one that very well could tempt you to turn around and go back 
and quit before you get where you’re going?

I want to share some tricks I developed during my time with an in-house copy team… because there were plenty of 
times where the copy had to roll whether I was in the right headspace or not, and I couldn’t wait around for inspira-
tion to strike.

Creative Lesson #4:  
Beating Back Writer’s Block
By Angie Colee
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Angie Colee: Beating Back Writer’s Block

Here are 5 tricks I use to beat back writer’s block:

1.  Change the scenery
The beauty of being a writer in this day and age is you’re very portable. Take your laptop (or other preferred writing 
medium) and physically move yourself somewhere else. Before pandemics and quarantines were a thing, I’d go to a 
local coffee shop or the library. But you can move from your desk to your couch. Or go sit outside in the sun.  
The point is – find a different spot to physically move your ass to.

2. Bust out the pen and paper
Don’t be afraid to shut off the computer and write things out by hand. These days, we’re so addicted to screen time, 
it’s easy to be intimidated by the blank page… and suddenly you look up from a Facebook/Reddit rabbit hole and 
wonder where the last 3 hours went.

When I’m feeling overwhelmed or stuck, I usually turn to the Dean Jackson 50-minute Focus Finder. That’s where 
you set a timer for 50 minutes (yes, 5-0) and write (using pen and paper) until the timer goes off. Just you and your 
brain for the better part of an hour. The first 10 minutes will probably fly right by… then it starts getting good as stuff 
you’ve buried in the back of your mind pops up. It’s a beautifully effective way to essentially brain dump everything 
that’s been floating around in your head, taking up space.

If you set a timer for that long and commit to writing, you WILL think of something – it’s not like you’re just going 
to have white noise in between your ears for 50 whole minutes. Something about sitting down with pen and paper 
signals your brain that you’re here to write.

3. Turn off your inner editor
One of the fastest ways to shut down the whole production process is trying to operate in both your creative brain 
AND your analytical brain at the same time.

DO NOT DO THIS TO YOURSELF.

I’m telling you here and now, you have permission to crank out a shitty first draft. The fact is, most of what you write 
is likely to be crap and will never see the light of day. And that’s the BEAUTY of it! No one sees your first drafts unless 
you invite them to (and I don’t know why you’d do that to yourself unless you’re a total masochist). So give yourself 
the OK to churn out some pure and utter crap.

This is called free writing. You can set a timer and jump onto a word processor and jot down every errant thought 
that pops into your head. Even if you’re writing down “this sucks, I have nothing” for 10 minutes straight, eventually 
your brain will snap out of it and find a shiny thread to follow.

There are even web-based writing programs out there that are designed to help you get in the habit of freewriting. 
One even has an “insane” mode that will start deleting stuff you’ve written if you stop writing/start editing.

And you can also tackle the parts that don’t really require much thinking – easy stuff like the guarantee. Because 
making SOME progress on the overall draft really helps you feel like you’ve got forward momentum.

Remember – no one else sees the first draft. Laugh at yourself. Have fun with it. The faster you get the crap draft 
out, the faster you’ll get to the gold.
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Angie Colee: Beating Back Writer’s Block

4. Do a little more research 
I don’t know about you, but for me one of the hardest things about getting started is staring down the blank page.

Where do you start? Beginning, end, bullets?

That’s why sometimes I make sure I’m deliberately starting from a NOT blank page. I’ll start digging into the topic a 
little more, looking for interesting articles, paragraphs, and one-liner commentary on whatever I’m writing about. 
The key here is not to get sucked down the research rabbit hole as a stalling tactic.

Grab a few interesting things about your topic, literally copy and paste them into a doc. Then delete everything but 
the best few lines, and treat those lines like the seed of an idea that’ll help you kick it off. Make sure you’re putting 
everything in your own words of course – the world and I frown upon copyright infringement. But since writing is 
rewriting, sometimes it helps me a lot to start with the rewriting when that shitty first draft just won’t come out.

5. Try a “walk and talk” approach
What a wonderful time to be alive… in an era where you can pull a phone out of your pocket, talk to it, and watch 
words appear on a page in real time.

If all else fails and your pen won’t write and your keys won’t clack… grab ye olde smartphone and take yourself out 
for a walk. You can pretend you’re on an important phone call!

Walk around the block, or down your favorite path… and try to talk the problem out, you and your phone. The beauty 
of this trick is you really can’t edit speech-to-text reliably, so what you say will wind up on the page. For people who 
can’t write or type fast (or for people who have trouble getting out that shitty first draft), this will help you start from 
a full, editable page. Just make sure your inner red pen enthusiast is prepared to scrub the draft for glaring errors.

Remember, it’s OK to suck.

In fact, I urge you to give yourself permission to suck, and to not be so hard on yourself. Even for prolific writers like 
Stephen King, I’m willing to bet the first draft is almost always crap. Most of it will never make it to print. But the 
good news is it’s yours, it’s private, and the more crap you turn out, the more gold nuggets you’ll find buried in that 
crap. Get out them waders and start diggin’, y’all.

Angie Colee 
Angie Colee was an overworked and underappreciated copywriter stuck in cubicle hell. She loved her work 
but hated her workplace and was fast approaching burnout after 5+ years in corporate. One day, she asked 
for a raise. And when she heard she was capped at 6%, she knew she was done. So, she made a plan and 
walked out the door. She says, “It wasn’t an easy choice, and I’ve made plenty of mistakes along the way.  
But I finally have a business that I adore, working with clients I love. I make my own hours, and sometimes  
I don’t put on pants for days at a time (that’s the beauty of working from home).”

Now Angie is on a mission to liberate all her fellow corporate misfits and help them start a business they 
love, that supports a lifestyle they want. You can find more rants, rambles, and random adventures in  
entrepreneurship at permissiontokickass.com.

https://permissiontokickass.com/
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I still can’t believe I failed my driving test.

Not the most recent one, you’ll be relieved to hear.

No, not the test I took here in Colorado six years ago.

(Side note → I’m not sure it’s possible to fail your driving test in America — the trickiest maneuver you have to do is 
change lanes on the highway …)

This was the first time I took a driving test, in England when I was 17.

I failed on a technicality known as ‘undue hesitance’.

It was crushing.

I’d hovered at a junction for a few minutes — inching my nose out, then braking in a panic, at the hint of a hatchback 
dawdling up the road half a mile away …

At the time I felt really cross that I should fail because of that — surely it’s better to be extra careful than plunge out 
into the traffic before I was ready?

But my lack of self-confidence was not only unhelpful — to me, and certainly anyone behind me — it was considered 
dangerous.

I was dangerously hesitant.

In many ways, I’m much more together these days.

I stride about on stage trying to remember the words and not bump into the furniture (that’s called ‘acting’).

I’ll happily truss myself up in spandex and try to persuade a room full of fearsome warrior women to get sweaty with 
me.

And of course I’ve been driving like a pro for decades now (!)

(Also side note → sometimes I drive a little bit badly here just to ‘fit in’ …)

Creative Lesson #5:  
How to Stop Your Business from Being 
Hijacked by Imposter Syndrome
By Gin Walker
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Gin Walker: How to Stop Your Business from Being Hijacked by Imposter Syndrome

But in my business, until recently,

I still found myself being terrifyingly timid.

Timidly terrified.

I had great intentions of getting out there, getting stuff done …

And then I’d shrink back into my comfort cave as soon as I came across Someone Else Doing Things Properly —  
so much more properly than I ever could.

Until recently.

Until I merely began. (← thanks Seth Godin!)

I just started writing something.

Then I wrote some more. Unedited, uncensored, raw, private (at first).

I broke the seal and got something flowing. (Not like that, numpty.)

I call it the Stream …

It’s just a folder in my Google Drive, where I add a doc every day and write an idea, a remembered story,  
an observation …

Something quick, short, and almost effortless.

It’s been kind of magical.

Sure, it’s got me into an important habit of writing every day.

Yuh, it’s also created a collection of raw ideas for more careful writing later — lots of  Crunchy Brain Candy  
originated in the Stream. (And lots came straight out of my arse. #sorrymum). But more than that,
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the Stream has helped me break the habit of hesitance.

Not just for writing itself, but in all areas of my business — getting my onboarding and workflow processes sorted, 
creating a lead magnet and welcome sequence (coming soon!), reaching out and connecting with cool colleagues and 
potential clients …

Weirdly, just writing a little nonsense every day has given me enough momentum to get over myself.

And get stuff done.

Of course I still have raging Imposter Syndrome, and will be thoroughly intimidated by the Obvious Superiority of 
Others until forever.

But at least now as I motor onward …

I’ve finally found the driving seat.

Gin Walker

Gin Walker believes there is always a better way – and she’s obsessed with the fun of finding it! Fired up by 
the persuasion power of copy to create whatever you wish in the customer-consciousness, Gin works with 
seasoned Coaches, Educators, and Change Makers to help them break through the tired bounds of what’s 
been tried, and find new ways of opening their audience to the expansive magic of possibility. (Oh, she’s also 
a working stage actor – so she knows a thing our two about grabbing attention, compelling storytelling and 
getting into people’s heads…) 

If you’re a course creator or coach looking for help connecting with and converting your ideal customers, 
drop her a line at copygenie@ginwalker.com.

Gin Walker: How to Stop Your Business from Being Hijacked by Imposter Syndrome
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I’m going to share some concepts I gleaned from my recent experience with improvisational theater, or “Improv”, 
that are directly applicable to copywriting.

The first is crucial to turning on the idea “spigot”…and letting creativity flow out of you without silent, self-defeating 
criticism or other filters.

It all starts with “infinite ideation.”  

Webster’s defines “ideation” as “the capacity for or the act of forming or entertaining ideas.” I think we can all agree 
that having this capacity is essential for copywriting. 

The problem is, sometimes the well runs as dry as a 1985 Giacosa Barbaresco. 

What can Improv teach you about what to do in this case? 

It can allow you to give yourself the freedom to let ideas flow out of you onto the page. The key to doing this is si-
lencing your inner critic. 

If I’m doing Improv, I don’t enter a scene with some kind of plan. That’s because I have no idea what the other person 
is going to do or say next.  

I have to allow myself to be in the moment, and say or do whatever comes out of my head, without overthinking or 
agonizing because there isn’t time to do that. 

You can take the same “no filter” approach to letting go and spilling your ideas onto paper—or, more likely, your 
Word or Google doc. And you need to silence your “negative Nancy” inner critic who isn’t doing you any favors at 
this stage. 

When you allow yourself to let go, your brain reaches deep into the subconscious.  

You enter an alternate reality or trance-like state of deep concentration that lets you ignore distractions like email 
or Facebook—along with those “negative Nancy” self-limiting doubts. 

Before you know it, you’re brimming with new ideas, one after the other...”infinite ideation.”

That doesn’t mean that every one of them is good. The vast majority may not be any good upon further scrutiny. 

You don’t want to be too precious with your ideas. Be willing to scrap them and start over before you invest too 
much time if they can’t stand up on their own. 

But one of them may well be the germ of a big idea that becomes a breakthrough headline or promotion.  
 

Creative Lesson #6:  
Why Improv Is the Perfect Creativity Cocoon
By Kim Krause Schwalm
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Kim Krause Schwalm: Why Improv Is the Perfect Creativity Cocoon

And if you didn’t let it flow out of you in the first place, it never would have happened. 

There’s another lesson I’ve gleaned from doing Improv that you can and should apply to copywriting.

It’s to “shut up and listen!”

One of the secrets to creativity is to develop the skill of careful listening. You must do this as an Improv performer. 
That’s because whatever you do or say is building on what others say or do before you. 

It’s an essential skill for copywriters as well. Interview your client, interview your past customers, interview your 
product spokesperson or guru. Come prepared with questions and listen to everything they say.  

Listening to what your customers or prospects have to say will help you develop empathy that comes out in your 
copy. Heck, you can even use their exact words when describing the problem that you’re solving with your product.  

I did this recently when writing a sinus supplement promotion. I don’t suffer from chronic sinus problems, so I talk-
ed to people who did and checked out some online forums. Some of the words and phrases so clearly summed up 
what they were dealing with, I used them in my copy. 

No doubt you’ve heard time and again how listening to a client or guru describe, inevitably with great passion, what 
their product or service can do and why they created it—and how those exact words can be used to create a promo-
tion. 

One of my early promotions while working for Phillips Publishing was for a $400 air purifier. We wanted to sell it via 
a 6-page newsletter insert.  

I spent hours on the phone talking with the CEO/developer of the product, and even flew to Buffalo, New York in the 
dead of winter to witness first-hand how the machine was built.

I then took that passion and reason “why” for the product--along with the understanding I gained about why certain 
materials were used and why it was made the way it was—and wrote a highly successful promotion that had $400 air 
purifiers selling like hotcakes. 

Don’t just listen for ideas from your customers and clients, though. Listen for ideas all around you. What’s happening 
in the news? (Well, maybe you don’t want to know.) What movies are people seeing? What are they reading? What 
are they sharing and responding to on Facebook? 

I was in the room more than 20 years ago at Phillips Publishing when the late legendary copywriter Gene Schwartz 
described how he would read The National Enquirer, and always make sure he saw whatever the #1 box office hit 
movie was at the time. 

You always want to know where people’s minds are at... and it’s also a great source of idea fodder. 

But if you’re not listening, you’re going to miss it!
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Here’s one more Improv tip to help you get into the creative zone and generate new ideas.

It’s directly related to a lesson I learned a long time ago as a freelance copywriter. 

The lesson is this: learn to love the BOMB. 

By “bomb” I mean when your promo fails to beat the current control... or some new product you’ve launched doesn’t 
take off... or you experience some other business failure that isn’t fatal. 

As the late, great Bob King, former president of Phillips Publishing’s consumer division used to say, “If you’re not 
failing enough, you’re not trying enough new things.” 

He encouraged smart risk-taking in his company—and if it wasn’t for that, we wouldn’t have done things like launch a 
nutritional supplement subsidiary called Healthy Directions that went on to exceed the company’s publishing  
revenue.  

As I’ve explained in my Virtual LA Boot Camp Intensive—and in a talk I did a few years ago at The Copywriter Club’s 
“In Real Life” event—some of my biggest successes resulted from promos that initially were failures.  

In three specific cases, I was able to figure out what went wrong and, because I was given a second chance, create 
strong long-lasting controls that beat the likes of Parris Lampropoulus and the late Jim Rutz. 

When doing Improv, sometimes you or another actor on stage will say or do something that doesn’t quite fly or work 
within the scene.  

But your #1 job is to support that person and build on whatever it is. It often results in a funnier scene than if  
everything went perfectly.  

Most importantly, it’s that safe and supportive environment up on stage within a well-functioning Improv troupe 
that makes it okay to take risks in the first place.

Create that kind of environment for yourself or your business, and the rewards will be great indeed!

Kim Krause Schwalm

Kim Krause Schwalm has built a reputation as one of the top A-list copywrit-
ers in the country. She’s racked up dozens of successful direct mail and online 
controls, beating legendary copywriters and becoming the first female copy-
writer to get a Boardroom control. Now she’s sharing her success secrets to help 
up-and-coming copywriters go from “good” to “great.” Kim is offering a valuable 
tool called “The Ultimate A-List Copywriter’s Promo Checklist” to help you write 
A-level copy. You can get it at www.kimschwalm.com. 

Kim Krause Schwalm: Why Improv Is the Perfect Creativity Cocoon
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“Words are way more than letters on a page. They’re mini portals to emotions and memories.”

-Pauline Longdon

This piece of genius came from a seed planted during a conversation I had with one of my fabulous clients. That 
seed continued to rattle around all afternoon, until finally it found fertile ground. It took root and then turned into a 
mighty idea that’s still bearing fruit.

Words are powerful. Words can be a wand you create magic with or, they can be a weapon you use against others… 
or yourself, if you’re not careful.

One of my mentors once told me that money doesn’t have a conscience (because it goes to bad people and criminals 
as easily as it does to good people) … and I think the same applies to words.

Words don’t have a conscience… we do.

And for professional writers of words… this can be a problem.

Words that were once used with gay abandon (with unrestrained impulsiveness and enthusiasm… by the way, “gay” 
here means happy and without cares), are now scorned and outlawed.

You don’t need to look far for a great example.

To “trump” something means you outrank it or defeat it. And although the meaning is still the same, there is a  
highly emotional link to the American President with Trump as his surname.

So, if you are trying to elicit a strong emotion in your reader… you want to make sure it’s the right one.

Which is why it pays to think about the words you choose.

As we all know, words have a magical and powerful way to make us recall emotions and memories. But it works posi-
tively and negatively.

I hear and see all the “badass” gurus out there spruiking (Australian for promote or publicize) their special blend of 
“Badassery” B.S. They tell their followers to say what they want and don’t care about what the “snowflakes” think.

They say it’s good to polarize people and have a clear message.

Creative Lesson #7:  
What’s Your Word Worth?
By Pauline Longdon
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Pauline Longdon: What’s Your Word Worth?

Good on them! I mean the guru, that is.

Their followers on the other hand, well, they have a problem they don’t even know they have.

The problem is, there’s already a person out there being a “badass” … the guru! So, anyone else who uses the same 
wording and message just looks like a me-too marketer.

The words the “badass” gurus use walk a fine line between positivity and negativity. And I’d say that fine line leads 
right to marketing mediocrity.

Why? Well, when everyone is saying the same thing, the same way… no one is different. No one stands out.

And when the message is the same, the emotion of the words and message is dulled down.

Instead of the impressive badass “no fucks” given message they think they’re sending…  
all their message conveys is “meh!”

Emotion is what gives words their edge and power, especially when it comes to marketing.

Using tired or negatively loaded words, will kill your message.

Which is why you need to…

Knowledge Nugget #149: Choose Your Words Wisely!
 
When I was first learning copywriting, I was often astonished when one of the industry influencers said they labored 
over a sentence or a word for an hour.

I thought it was ridiculous to spend that much time working out which word worked best.

That was… until I did it myself. And when I did, I finally understood why they did it.

What I didn’t understand is, using the wrong word, sentence or phrase are like little “ejector seats” or “booby traps” 
(can we still say booby?) in your writing. And they will make your reader stop reading.

Anytime you make a person think or prompt a memory you can’t control with your writing… you’ve lost them.
So, this is why master copywriters slave over their copy, making every word count. Because they know that one false 
move will sink them!

Another thing these masters know is, when you polarize people, you significantly reduce the number of people you 
can sell to.

That means when you use inclusive and positively loaded words… you can boost your potential sales.

So, all the followers of these “badass” gurus need to do, is to convey the same message a little more eloquently.

Wow! What a groundbreaking idea!
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Pauline Longdon: What’s Your Word Worth?

This principle also works in the Multi-Level Marketing space. People in these businesses all regurgitate the same 
message over and over.

What might have once been a unique and exciting message, is now old and overdone.

When you know that words are portals to emotions and memories, you can easily stand out in a sea of sameness.

While other people try to spread messages filled with empty words, you can take people on an emotional journey 
with word pictures… just by using well-thought-out words.

Most people think that copywriters just slap together some words and that’s it. Well, some do and it’s obvious when 
they do because the words lack any emotion.

But a true wordsmith will be specific with their word choice.

Parris (my mentor) regularly asks me to justify why I have chosen a particular word when other words might have 
worked as well. His question helps me to only choose the best words.

Last week, my client quizzed me on my word choice a few times. She was curious because she wants to be a better 
writer herself. I happily took her through my thought process and she was amazed at the depth I went to when I 
write.

Then she gave me a huge compliment… “I don’t only read and hear your words… I feel them too.”

In that moment, I realized that my pursuit of perfect words is not wasted. It makes a difference. In fact, it makes a 
huge difference.

So how can you make people feel your writing?

The famous Chinese proverb by Benjamin Franklin (… no one actually knows who said it first) “Tell me and I forget, 
teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn” gives us a huge clue.

You need to involve your reader in your writing. (People like to learn things. It gives them a little shot of dopamine!)
And a great way to do that is to make them feel or remember something.

But remember, if you upset your reader too much without any reason, you will trigger the wrong emotion and  
chemicals… and they will stop reading.

When words are used properly, they are multidimensional… they will transcend the page.

This reminds me of one of my favorite quotes…
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Pauline Longdon: What’s Your Word Worth?

“At the end of the day people won’t remember what you said or did,
they will remember how you made them feel.”  - Maya Angelou

Make people feel words.

Pauline Longdon
a.k.a. “The Copy Alchemist”

P.S.   The Second Edition of the 20-volume Oxford English Dictionary contains full entries for 171,476 words in  
current use, and 47,156 obsolete words. There really isn’t any excuse for using the same tired, old words as  
everyone else in your writing.

There’s a warning though, these words are not created equal. Be careful of words with a negative loading.  
If you notice, there are 47,156 words that were once used, but are now outdated. If you’re not sure of what meaning  
a word has, look it up or use another word. There’s plenty to choose from.

P.P.S.  As I’ve said before, when these “badass” gurus use the F-bomb to differentiate themselves… where do they go 
when the F-bomb fatigues? Well, some have been firing the C-bomb around for effect, but it makes them look stupid 
and it’s fatiguing fast. So, what’s after that word? It looks to me like they’re about to run out of words!

P.P.P.S.  “Feeling” writing is more than just feeling emotion. Each word carries an energy and when they are placed 
together in a sentence… they work together, or against each other.

It’s kind of like building a stone wall. Some stones sit together perfectly and build a strong, attractive wall. But when 
a single stone is put in the wrong place, it can compromise the strength and the look of the entire wall.

Choose your words wisely! 

Pauline Longdon

Pauline Longdon is a bestselling author, retired Army Major, and Copywriting/Marketing Strategist.  
She specializes in writing to the conscious consumer and has written for over forty-seven different 
industries and sub-industries. 

Pauline enjoys translating her clients’ heartfelt and mindful messages into marketing assets.  
Her background as a Registered Nurse and growing up in the “Land Down Under” has given Pauline a  
unique perspective on life and a wicked sense of humor. 

When she’s not writing, she’s busy making stunning jewelry, being a podcaster, mentoring copywriters 
and learning new skills. She has an insatiable curiosity and an adventurous soul. You can find out more 
about Pauline below at www.TheCopyAlchemist.com and www.FromDepressionsDarkness.com 

http://www.TheCopyAlchemist.com
https://fromdepressionsdarkness.com/
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A few years ago I was invited to a creative writing class 
at a local university to talk about my writing process. 
I arrived at a small auditorium full of 19–24 yr. olds 
who were probably relieved not to have a lecture. The 
professor asked me to share the kinds of writing I do. 
I showed the students some books I ghostwrote or edit-
ed and performed my slam poem, “Critical Analysis of 
Barbie Rhetoric.” The crowd was warming up.

Then he asked, “Have you ever written naked?”

My face turned 18 colors of cranberry, and I stuttered out that sometimes I might be in a towel when I get a great 
idea, but I never did that on purpose for my writing. Then, I remembered a friend telling me a famous poet who stayed 
at her house and walked around naked the whole weekend, so I share that.
We moved to his next question: “Have you ever written under the effects of drugs?”

“I’m so boring,” I said. “I kind of smoked pot once, but I don’t think I inhaled, so I didn’t get munchies or anything. I 
wasn’t writing.”

“Alcohol?” He asked, expectantly.

“Only in a break-up, and that makes two mistakes. Drinking unhappy and writing while drinking.”

“Oh. So what do you do to get into the creative mode?” I felt sorry for him. They’d probably been studying Hunter S. 
Thompson and maybe Baudelaire. I didn’t even have a tattoo or under-eye circles.

The three things I shared that day are:
1. Exercise daily
2. Practice mindfulness
3. Take short naps in the afternoon

My tips are based more on brain science and how I want to feel than nostalgic notions of artists struggling to create 
or being shocking for the sake of it. Interestingly enough, the benefits I get from my three totally healthy and not 
embarrassing tips fulfill all the same goals of the professor’s titillating questions.

Creative Lesson #8:  
You Don’t Have to Get Naked to Be Creative 
(Although You Can): 3 Tips to Boost Creativity
By Cindy Childress

https://cws.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/cws/article/view/6439/5627
https://cws.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/cws/article/view/6439/5627
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Cindy Childress: You Don’t Have to Get Naked to Be Creative (Although You Can)

1. Exercise daily

I make sure to move my body, whether that’s just walking my dog — or more often, using my elliptical trainer or 
slow-motion strength training. I also have dance parties with myself in my office throughout the day. Vacuuming and 
other household chores totally count. In the past, I was a long-distance runner, but some knee injuries sidelined me 
there. Besides being able to fit into my clothes, I move my body often because when I stop for more than 2–3 days at 
a time, my mind doesn’t work as well, and I’m much less creative or fast-thinking.

My clients frequently compliment me on how quickly I come up with creative concepts. I’m often thinking of the 
idea as I say it, which is thrilling and a little scary, but I almost never tank mid-sentence. I also almost never suffer 
from “writer’s block” and not know what to write. How do I do that? It’s the exercise, at least in part. In Spark: The 
Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain (2008), John J. Ratey, M.D., explains how exercise contributes 
to the brain’s neuroplasticity, or ability to form new connections and re-wire itself (36). This assists with learning 
and retention, as well as quickly forming new ideas, as my mind remains agile and builds bridges from one center to 
another. Pretty cool, right? Working out isn’t just smart, it literally keeps you thinking better.

Being able to make connections in the brain happen faster or differently is also the goal of mind-altering drugs and 
hallucinogenics/psychedelics. I can’t say that those don’t work, but a lot aren’t legal, and they’re also not at all re-
quired for creativity to happen. I get tons of great ideas while my body’s in motion, as well as when I sit back down to 
my laptop. And as history has borne out, a lot of creatives have suffered personally from having dabbled there.

2. Practice mindfulness

Not into “Oooohm?” Me neither, really. But, I love to sit quietly and breathe to center myself and move from one 
project to the next throughout the day. This way, at any one time I’m only focused on what I’m doing right then. 
I also try to observe my thoughts and be aware of any negative or limiting ideas that might creep in. Things like, 
“That’s not good enough,” “you should be ashamed you can’t do better,” or the infamous, “I don’t have enough time,” 
are red flashing lights that I need to clear my head so I can keep creating. I do that by reframing that negative 
thought in the positive, like, “I’m so proud I can do work this awesome,” and I repeat that along with some breathing 
to get myself back into confident mode that I need to be in so I can produce quality writing.

The two ways I practice mindfulness fall into what Psychology Today Blogger, Michael J. Formica MS, MA, Ed.M. 
characterizes as mindfulness and a nascent form of mindfulness meditation. He writes in a recent article that, 
“one of the greatest obstacles to creativity is a distraction. When distractions intrude, the brain can’t switch from 
task-positive to default mode, so we end up feeling blocked or creatively stuck.” When I clear my mind from one 
project to the next or clear my mind of unhelpful thoughts, then I’m actively getting undistracted so I can keep cre-
ating.

So, the mind-body connection is a real thing with how breathing impacts how clear my thinking is. Writing naked 
can be seen as a way to get back to your roots or be unimpeded by social norms or standards. Those can also be 
annoying voices in your head telling you not to go for it. But, I find I can write wearing something I can jump onto a 
Zoom call in and keep my mind clear at the same time. Call me prim. I can take it.
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Cindy Childress: You Don’t Have to Get Naked to Be Creative (Although You Can)

3. Take short naps in the afternoon

I used to feel super guilty about this. I would watch Mad Men with the office couches and thought that, at least, 
was an idea to bring back from the 50’s advertising world. Most days, around 3:00–3:30 p.m., my mind kind of goes 
on an automatic reset. I think of it as a computer getting an update. I have to stop and if possible, go lay down for a 
15-minute power nap. Magically, this usually happens when I hit a roadblock and feel overwhelmed. After the nap, I 
return to my computer with a great idea and am way more productive for the remainder of my workday.

This seemed like a magical secret or even something wrong with me until it was all over the news that Facebook and 
Google were embracing nap pods. Turns out I was ahead of the trend on that one, although I’m not sure how well I 
would nap in a room of other nappers. There’s smart neuroscience on this one, too, but good old Freud can explain 
it well enough. Especially with how hard I run my brain as a ghostwriter constantly writing and editing books. In the 
middle of the day, I need to stop and give my subconscious mind a chance to process all the new ideas and give my 
unconscious an unimpeded stab and solving what my conscious mind can’t quite see.

Being able to access the unconscious is something naked art and using drugs are purported to assist. I find that 
quick power naps also help me get my best ideas back on target. I often wake up with a “Eureka!” Sometimes I even 
surprise myself, and the thoughts are so good and clear I don’t even know how I thought of them.

So, I might not have been the exciting writer guest the professor thought he’d invited, but the students seemed to 
enjoy what I had to say. Some even seemed relieved, like the girl who asked this follow-up question, “So, you don’t 
have to be unhappy and crazy to be a writer?”

I wanted to give her a hug. “Some are, but it’s not a prerequisite. If you have a choice, and your work’s still going to 
be really good, maybe even better, why not be a happy, sane writer?”

Cindy Childress

Dr. Cindy, The Expert’s Ghostwriter, helps entrepreneurs write books that make 
money and an impact through her book coaching program and 1-1 services.  
She also teaches writing classes with Writespace Houston. To find out more 
about working with Dr. Cindy, go to www.cindychildress.com 

https://cindychildress.com/
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I am enamored with the heavens.

Standing underneath the canopy of the dark black sky, catching the dust of the stars that hang high above my head, I 
am hopelessly stunned to silence. 

It’s as if the night sky solely exists to recalibrate my warring spirit, to remind me of my place in a universe that has 
spun round and round for millions of years, that has survived wars and pandemics, catastrophes and massive seismic 
shifts.

If I gaze into its mystery long enough, I often wonder how I dare raise my fists in protest against its aged wisdom to 
ask if it hears my beating heart. And yet it answers me gently, reminding me that though its grandeur is far too big 
for my worry, the magic of its astronomical genius is that it’s also somehow small enough to hold my every fear, my 
every unknown, and my every dream. 

The irony in all of this is that in spite of my fascination with the galaxy that holds me, I know very little about it. I 
have not become a student of the stars. 

In fact, I once pulled my son upstairs and flung open his bedroom window. “Look! It’s Jupiter!” I told him. “It’s so 
close. . . you can almost see its rings.” 

In one of those slow-motion-movie-moments, he turned to me and asked with all the respectful indignation his 
13-year-old mind could muster:  “Mom. . . Do you mean Saturn? Jupiter doesn’t have rings.” 

The planet, it turns out, was Venus. 

We laughed together at my ignorance. But I also knew that deep down, my ignorance was a bold act of defiance: 
There are some truths I simply do not want to KNOW — because in my 42 years of life, I’ve learned that some  
moments don’t need comprehension. They simply need wonder. 

And I want to savor my sense of wonder as I stand beneath the night sky. . .  

I want to hold on to the all-consuming truth that I am small and the world is big. . . 

I want to set my imagination on fire, without the flooding power of restriction.

But for those of us in creative fields, these can be hard desires to grant license.

Creative Lesson #9:  
Want to Invite Creativity?  
Unleash the Heavens
By Lindsay Hotmire
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Lindsay Hotmire: Want to Invite Creativity? Unleash the Heavens

Deadlines. 
Client expectations. 
Best practices. 
Peer-to-peer comparisons. 

While each acts as fuel to our ambitions, they can also accelerate our demise (when we allow them to diminish our 
sense of wonder or trick us into thinking we’re bigger than we really are or constrain us with someone else’s rules). 

The true beauty of creativity, however, is that it is most powerful when allowed to roam free, without the constraint 
of boundary. Creativity, though a close friend to discipline and habit, is not reliant upon formula or rule. Instead, it 
invites us to think, to see, to imagine far beyond the borders. 

Earlier this year, I challenged myself to write 200 words every day before I sat down to work. Committing myself to 
the challenge was easy. Allowing myself to live out my response proved much more difficult, for every sentence that 
found its way out of my mind took the form of poetry. 

“You are a copywriter!” I told myself. “Poetry is NOT helping your development.” 

It was a struggle that pointed to the fissures in my carefully constructed creative boundaries, and it caused my cre-
ative spirit to launch into full-on rebellion, demanding my surrender. 

And so I did. 

What happened next? 

Metaphor and rhythm unfurled their fists within the universe of my private heart and mind. Words showed up as 
stanzas and verses, carrying a prophetic power and revealing unspoken truths that never found voice when held 
within the space of headlines, features, scarcity, or upsells. 

I learned that creativity may present familiar paths that we can choose to follow, but it never insists on rules.  
It invites reflection and other-worldly collaboration, asking us to step outside the frame of flesh and bone for a  
moment, and then surprising us when we oblige. 

My most creative moments have always shown up when I’ve given my subconscious permission to speak, and if 
there’s any rule to tapping into the power of your own creativity, I think this must be it. 

You must be willing to put yourself aside for just a moment, to lavish in the wonder of the world around you, to  
remember that the world is big and you are small, and to imagine without restriction. 

Do this, and you’ll understand that creativity is not something you can chase or create. Rather, it is a space you step 
into, and when you stand beneath the canopy of its power, the void is filled and you are transformed.
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Lindsay Hotmire

Master message coach and copy expert Lindsay Hotmire helps brands, entrepreneurs, and genuinely good 
people ditch one-size-fits-all frameworks and formulas – so they can simply and genuinely align their mes-
sage with their beliefs, their values, and (ever-so-importantly) their audience. 

Once upon a time (before Google changed the world), Lindsay was a high school English teacher. And while 
she still gets a bit nerdy over sentence diagrams, she adamantly refuses to take sides on the Oxford comma. 
These days, she unapologetically geeks out over introducing a little bit of woo to a whole lot of science, and 
she’s used her intuition, creativity, and slightly dusty math skills to help her clients create $10,000 to $1 M 
campaigns — all without losing sight of their true, authentic selves. 

Find her at lindsayhotmire.com or connect with her on Instagram @lindsayhotmire.

https://lindsayhotmire.com/
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Ok, so let’s say you got an assignment to write a promotion for a nutritional product. You turn on your computer, 
open up your WORD doc and click on the NEW page icon to get started. Instantly, a fresh, BLANK screen pops up.

Suddenly, you stare at that screen like a deer in headlights. Your mind goes blank… your heart rate speeds up… and 
you start hyperventilating.

The words just ain’t coming and the negative tapes start playing in your mind, “you’re a fraud… a fake… you’ve bitten 
off more than you can chew… and you’re about to get busted!”

Sound familiar?

Here’s how you clobber the blank page blues…

Never start with a blank screen! Try this instead:

When you turn on the computer, DON’T click the new document icon! Instead, open up a file that contains a project 
you’ve already worked on.

If you don’t have an old project, then open up ANY document that already has words in it!

Then RENAME the file!

Guess what?

You’re no longer looking at a blank screen!

Now, if you’re working on a nutritional product, you know you’re going to need some standard elements for your 
package. After all, EVERY promotion needs an order form and a guarantee, right?

So, cut and paste an existing order form and guarantee from a previous project. Don’t worry, you’ll change the copy 
to make it more appropriate for the new client later. Hmm…what else?

Well, every promotion needs a headline, right?
So, on the top of the page, write in 24 pt type: “Big, Freakin’ Headline Goes Here!”

Now, delete the old copy that was on the file — and guess what? You’ve still got about 3 pages of text and you haven’t 
written a single word of NEW copy! But the best part is — you’ve beaten the blank page blues! But don’t stop there…

Creative Lesson #10:  
Here’s How You Clobber the  
Blank Page Blues…
By Carline Anglade-Cole
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…let’s get some butter — ’cause YOU’RE ON A ROLL…

Ok, now, you know every good package needs strong testimonials. So as you go through your research kit, find some 
interesting testimonials. Create a section in your copy that says “[Sidebar #? Testimonials]” and park those strong 
testimonials right there.

Don’t worry about tweaking the testimonials or writing headlines for them yet. You’re just adding guts to your soon-
to-be kick-butt promo!

What else? Hmmm…special reports or premiums are also MUST HAVES in your promo!

Who cares if you don’t know what those reports are going to be about yet. You know you need ’em so make a spot for 
them in your copy. Say something like, “[Premium #1: this is my lead premium. Needs to tie in with my theme]. Make 
notations for the other 2…5…or 7 premiums you plan to write. But wait a minute…

Don’t you dare forget about the early bird premium! That’s going to make your prospect ACT NOW! Don’t worry if it’s 
going to be a “Call within 7 or 10 days” — you’ll figure that out later — just make some room for that important fast 
response element right now!

You gotta be kidding me! Have you really “written” about 7 pages of copy already? You ROCK!
Keep this up and pretty soon, you’re going to have TOO MUCH copy — and you’ll need to edit it. That’s ok — editing 
is WAY easier than creating from scratch!

Do you get my point?

The best way to avoid the blank screen blues — is to NEVER start with a blank screen! Pure genius, right? But, as the 
saying goes, “wait… there’s MORE”…

Here are a few more tips that can help keep your creative juices and words flowing:

.  It’s not writer’s block — it’s a research deficiency! Most writers say they have writer’s block when the truth is, they 
haven’t done enough research to really understand their product and market.

Don’t you DARE write a single word until you have something to say!

Do your research — or hire a good researcher! Become an expert on the product. Many times, I become so  
knowledgeable about the product, I actually create the names for the new products!

Talk to the doctor or authority figure for the product. Don’t leave any stone unturned!
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.  Don’t think linear! It amazes me when a writer tells me he can’t write the copy because he’s stuck on the headline. 
My reply, “MOVE ON, Dude!”

Copywriting isn’t linear. If you’re stuck in one area — go on to another spot!
For example, if the testimonials are really interesting and they excite you — start your package by writing the  
headlines for your testimonials! You’d be surprised how many times I uncover a theme or the main headlines just 
from reading the testimonials!
  
.   When you have nothing to say — STOP writing! Give yourself permission to take a break — or a nap!

Do something that uses the analytical side of your brain so you give your creative side a break. Pull out a recipe book 
and make a new dish. Pay your bills.

I used to take my 99-year old grandmother to Wal-Mart and watch her shop for the best value for her money! She 
was such a penny pincher — and it was so amusing to watch her choose the best brand of toilet paper — for the 
cheapest price — to buy today!

The bottom line is to get away from the computer and do something else. Here’s what I say to myself before my 
break:

“Ok, Carline, you can stop now, but you need to think of a kick-butt headline while you’re shopping with Mama Da”.

Most of the time, I get an idea or an inspiration when I’m NOT focusing on the problem!

Try these tips — and I guarantee you too will clobber the blank page blues — and write kick-butt copy in record time!

Yours for stellar results,
Carline Anglade-Cole
Million-Dollar Copywriter & Consultant

Carline Anglade-Cole
Carline Anglade-Cole is one of the top direct response copywriters in the world. After 12 years in the  
direct mail industry working at Phillips Publishing Inc., Carline launched Cole Marketing Solutions, Inc.

When she began her solo copywriting freelance career in 1999 — her goal was simple: Make a decent income  
and have the flexibility and time to raise her four kids with her firefighter husband, Mickey.

Along the way, she managed to create multi-year controls for leading clients in the health industry, including: 
Health Resources, True Health, Healthy Directions, Boardroom, Peak Pure & Natural and the Institute of  
Longevity … got a shot at launching Oprah’s “O Magazine” in the direct mail arena… and was honored as  
AWAI’s 2015 Copywriter of Year – the “Academy Awards” of the direct mail industry!

Not too shabby for a mom — and now grandmother of four awesome grandsons — who works in her basement 
wearing a T-shirt, shorts, and bedroom slippers! Plus, she volunteers many hours each month in church-related 
activities — as part of a worldwide bible education program.
You can find more million dollar copywriting tips and kick-butt controls at https://carlinecole.com/

https://carlinecole.com/
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You’ve read the title of this piece and you’re shaking your head.

You know writer’s block is real.

You’ve experienced it, haven’t you?

Staring at the page with your brain giving out nothing but static, as if it’s a detuned TV on full volume.

Well, I’m here to tell you that those moments are not writer’s block.

Writer’s block is a MYTH and I’m calling shenanigans.

The truth is that writer’s block is just an excuse to get out of work.

There. I’ve said it. 

Saying you can’t write because you’ve got writer’s block is the equivalent of saying, “Miss, I’m sick *cough cough*.”

If you take a moment and dig deep, you’ll admit that I’m right.

For all the blogs we copywriters publish on how to make copywriting easy…. It’s hard!

Coming up with creative approaches to well-worn topics is hard.

Writing headlines is hard.

Stringing sentences together in a way that keeps eyes glued to the words, it’s hard.

Crafting a call to action that doesn’t evoke a yawn is hard.

But professional copywriters don’t have the luxury of waiting for a lightning bolt of creativity. Or a heavenly muse to 
inspire us to write a landing page so successful it’s copied into swipe files around the world.

We’re in the business of meeting deadlines; delivering exceptional copy when we promise we will.

We don’t have time for writer’s block. 

Creative Lesson #11:  
Why Your Writer’s Block Isn’t Real  
(and How to Get Unstuck)
By Belinda Weaver
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 Belinda Weaver: Why Your Writer’s Block Isn’t Real (and How to Get Unstuck)

There is no big secret to the consistent delivery of awesomeness. 
Solid writing comes from a solid process.
When you follow a proven process and you’ve done the work to uncover great material, your copy begins to write 
itself. That’s when your creativity and imagination get a kick up the bum and start to pull their weight. But they don’t 
have to lead the way.

So, what is the truth behind writer’s block?
I am not saying there aren’t moments when I’m not stuck. But when I’m stuck, it’s usually because…

#1 I don’t know enough
When I haven’t done enough research, I can’t see all the possible connections. I feel stuck. But it’s not writer’s block.

#2 I don’t know where to start
This is when the blank page really does mock you… “Ha! You’ve got nothing to say!”  
But who cares what a blank page has to say?
It’s not writer’s block, it’s simply writing without a plan.

#3 I don’t have enough confidence in myself
I’ve got the job, I’ve taken the brief but now that it’s time to write. I hear a little voice whisper,  
“Are you really up to this?”
That voice isn’t helpful… but it’s not writer’s block.

#4 I’m just not in the mood
Perhaps I’m worried about something else. Or there’s a more exciting project I’d rather be working on.  
I am distracted, but it’s not writer’s block. 

How to bust your own writer’s block and get unstuck

Do more research
Research is a double-edged sword. It can empower us with knowledge and send us into a spiral of busy  
procrastination. Be clear about what you want to learn and stay focused.

Do more planning
Copywriting formulas are a great way to give your copywriting some general structure before you start writing.  
Map your copy out in chunks and clarify your research by asking:

. What is the problem being solved?

. What impact does that problem have?

. What is the solution being offered?

. What action do I want people to take?
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Don’t start at the beginning
I rarely write the first sentence first. My first sentence is often buried in the second or third paragraph and it’s  
revealed during editing.

Take the pressure off yourself by starting with some easy copy. Maybe that’s the contact page. Or writing about the 
features before you tackle the pain and dreams. 

Do something else
If you have a big worry, take care of it. If your brain is popping with ideas for the copywriting project that’s more fun, 
do that instead!

If you’re just in a creative funk (and it happens) give yourself an hour or so off to get inspiration from the world 
around you. And schedule some time to nurture your creativity before the funk happens again.

Give yourself a pep talk
Dan Pink talks about the internal chat we have with ourselves before a big moment.

He explains that positive self-talk (such as, “you’ve got this!”) is more effective than no self-talk. But a more  
effective approach is to ask yourself “Have I got this?”, then tell yourself why you do. Remind yourself of the  
reasons you should feel confident and prepare yourself to be awesome.

If the client booked you, they did so for a reason. So, go and prove them right!

Just start writing
This sounds so simple because it is. Set a timer and force yourself to write.
No social media. No emails. No phone calls.
No pondering for too long.
No editing, correcting or formatting.
Just let the words flow and don’t stop…
When I force myself to write without distractions or editing, I’m more open to ideas and connections (as I don’t 
overthink what I know).

Don’t take yourself so seriously. No one’s life hangs in the balance. I hope!
It’s copywriting.
Take a breath, make a coffee and remember that this is just the first draft. Everything builds from here.

Belinda Weaver
Belinda Weaver of Copywrite Matters helps people write copy that makes them money. Whether it’s teaching 
copywriters how to run successful businesses or business owners how to write more effective copy, Belinda 
has courses, coaching and mentoring that build skills and confidence.

Belinda is an Aussie living in California with her pug, two daughters and husband (listed in order of  
neediness).

Want more? Join the thousands of people getting a daily dose of copywriting, marketing, and sanity-saving  
business advice on the Daily Draft: https://copywritematters.com/get-daily-draft/

https://copywritematters.com/get-daily-draft/
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Over the course of my life, I’ve been told dozens of times that I can’t do something. That my goals are impossible. 
That my dreams are unrealistic. That in one way or another, I’m not enough — not smart enough, not experienced 
enough, not male enough.

Maybe you know the feeling. The shock, anger and disappointment that wells up from your gut when someone 
throws up a barrier in front of you and tries to pass it off as being realistic, or “just looking out for you.”

The first time this ever happened to me, I was still in high school. My family was not academic. My dad is incredibly 
intelligent, and my family was competitive as hell, but I was the only one who wanted to go on to higher education 
and to do so away from home.

I told my career counselor of my plan to apply for a local medical school that accepted high school graduates, so 
that I could skip having to go to undergraduate and then apply to medical school later. I also planned to apply to the 
University of California at Berkeley, even though it would make it much more challenging to apply out of state.

He told me it was virtually impossible that I would be accepted to either of those schools, even though I was one of 
the top students in a class of over 800 students.

The day after I received my acceptance letters to both schools, I made copies, walked into his office unannounced, 
threw them on the desk in front of him, and walked out without a word.

Maybe I should have applied to some drama classes instead! 

A few years later, a male college counselor told me it was pretty much impossible to get into graduate school for 
clinical psychology straight out of undergraduate. I was accepted on my first application.

A few years after that, another male advisor told me it would be impossible to win a dissertation grant. I got one.

A few years after that, the same guy told me I wouldn’t land a spot in my two top choices for clinical internship. I was 
offered placements in both.

A few years after that, another advisor told me not to bother applying for a prestigious academic award in the field, 
since it was basically impossible to win. I won it.

This pattern has played itself out over and over again throughout my entire career. From the female advisor who 
told me to pare down my CV so it didn’t look like I was showing off, to the colleagues who told me to turn down an 
after-care role for Dr. Phil’s TV show so I didn’t seem like an upstart... people put barriers in my way at every turn.

Creative Lesson #12:  
What to Do When Someone Says  
You’re Not Creative Enough…
By Dr. Cristy Lopez
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Now, there’s a spectrum of reasons that people do this, but beneath it all is the negativity bias. All humans have this 
bias hardwired into our brains. It’s a bias that evolved to help us to survive — when we assume the worst, we feed our 
anxieties. Anxiety makes us cautious, and being cautious keeps us alive longer. But the root of anxiety is uncertainty, 
and change always creates uncertainty.

So when you start to challenge the status quo, or when you push back on someone’s expectations of you, you create 
uncertainty for them. This subconsciously snowballs into anxiety, which leads to full-blown negativity and those 
discouraging reactions we’ve all experienced.

This reaction is often on full display when you start credentializing yourself properly as a woman. It makes people 
feel threatened to see your achievements, and so they start cutting you down for bragging or trying to make your-
self look better than others. (Remember that this is about them – not about you. You can choose not to accept those 
comments, and we’ll talk about how to actually do that in just a moment.)

Recently, Voyage Magazine invited me to share some of the challenges I had overcome in my career as part of their 
‘Most Inspiring Phoenix’ series. I knew I had to talk about this — the many times I have been told throughout my 
career that my goals were impossible.

It was so exciting to be featured... but when I saw the list of my accomplishments in print, all of which I had achieved 
despite all the doubt and discouragement from others, my gut reaction was worry that people would think I was 
bragging.

If I were a man, would I even have had such a concern? All the evidence says no. 

I’m not alone here. So many women hide their incredible achievements because they don’t want people to think 
they’re bragging. You’ve probably done this yourself. You don’t highlight all your experience and accomplishments 
when you apply for something, you don’t take all the credit that’s due to you on work well done, or you brush it off 
when someone compliments your abilities or outcomes.

Women are often socialized to act more in the interest of maintaining the status quo within our community, and to 
care more about harmony than men. From an evolutionary perspective, that ability to work together and to subvert 
your own needs was the superpower that helped us adapt to a hostile environment... but the world has changed 
more than our ancestors ever could have imagined.

This evolutionary hangover leaves us with a huge problem, both on the individual level and for women in business 
generally. The way we overcome this lopsided socialization, close the pay gap, redistribute the division of labor and 
create upward mobility among women in the workforce is to credentialize ourselves appropriately.

The only way that happens is if we fundamentally believe in our own value.

Building the kind of self-belief that allows you to create the kind of life and career you deserve (and have earned!) 
is, unfortunately, not the kind of problem that’s solved with a few handy tips and tricks that you can deploy when 
someone tells you that something’s not right for you or that you won’t be able to do something.
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This is about fundamentally evolving your self-perception, so that you know, deep down into your subconscious, 
who you are, what you value, and what you stand for. It requires valuing your expertise on your own life more than 
you value the opinions of others — after all, only you can be the true expert on you.

A lot of my work coaching high-achieving businesspeople focuses on developing self-awareness and improving 
boundaries — which is exactly what’s required here too. Learning to be self-aware and to have strong boundaries 
sounds great in theory, but you need a clear framework to actually make it happen.

I call this the PEACE Process, and it’s about developing awareness in five key areas whenever something happens:

Physiology:  
What’s happening in your body? What’s the effect on your heart rate? Your breathing? Your blood pressure?
Emotion:  
What feelings do you have? Do you feel angry? Sad? Fearful?
Action:  
What actions do you express? Are you stomping around? Slamming doors? Sighing a lot? What do those actions 
convey to the outside world?
Cognition:  
What are your thoughts, verbatim? What are the exact phrases that pop into your mind? What patterns do your 
thoughts follow?
Extrasensory:  
What is your energy doing? What is the other person’s energy doing? What’s your intuition here, and how does that 
align with your particular spirituality?

When someone tells you that you can’t do something, or that you’re not ‘something’ enough, the PEACE Process 
kicks into action. What does your body tell you when you hear that? What emotions come up? How do your actions 
change? What thoughts start going through your head? What energy do you sense from that person and from  
yourself in this situation? These are all elements you can use to make your decision and to filter feedback against 
what you know to be true for you at a foundational level. 

On a physiological level, we’re replacing neural networks that don’t serve us with neural networks that do. For  
example, a lot of women ruminate on very negative things —that they lack confidence, or they suffer from Imposter 
Syndrome, or they’re not getting what they deserve, and so on. But the more you turn those ideas over in your mind, 
the more they are reinforced as part of your identity. Every time you think about it, say it to someone, write it down, 
you are strengthening that neural network. 

To stop ruminating (which undercuts your confidence, which in turn stops you from confidently expressing your 
credentials and expertise), you need to replace that old negative pattern with something healthy, so that your mind 
has something new to latch onto in its place. Your mind will need some time to develop that new neural network, so 
again, this is where the PEACE Process is powerful. 
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For example, instead of ruminating on your Imposter Syndrome, observe what happens in your body when that 
thought comes up. Or instead of ruminating on so-and-so telling you that you can’t do something, observe the  
emotions that emerge at that moment. Observe each of the five elements in yourself as soon as you notice your  
mind going to that negative pattern, and give yourself permission to interrupt. 

This is going to take conscious work for a while as it becomes habitual, and eventually you will internalize it all to the 
extent that it becomes subsconscious and forms the foundation of who you want to be in the world. The more you 
practice working through this process, the more these ‘new ways’ will become your ‘natural ways’. 

When you develop this foundational confidence in yourself, you finally internalize that YOU are the only true  
authority on your life and what you’re capable of. I am on a mission to help other women succeed in owning their 
credentials and moving forward in spite of the naysayers and fearmongers, and women I’ve worked with through  
this process start to advocate for themselves, and often for the women around them, so that they all rise and  
start to build thriving communities instead of accepting the status quo that had held them back before. 

Remember that your opinion about your life and capabilities is the only one that matters. Remember that you have 
just as many credentials and just as much expertise as many other people in your sphere. And remember that you are 
the expert on your own life. Nobody else gets to tell you what you can do. 

So get out there, use the PEACE Process, and show them that you can do everything they think is impossible.

Dr. Cristy Lopez

Dr. Cristy Lopez specializes in helping high-stressed professionals build next level lives and successful busi-
nesses that align with their true self while reducing stress. 

She has helped thousands of high level entrepreneurs and executives over twenty plus years. Dr. Cristy has 
been a guest expert and after-care referral source for guests on Dr. Phil for ten years. And she’s been featured 
in Entrepreneur, Forbes and Authority.

Discover how she can help you reduce anxiety and stress in 10 minutes or less so you can quickly and confi-
dently respond to your inner critic, fall asleep faster, have less head or stomach aches, slow your brain down, 
be present in your relationships, and get things done at www.cristylopezphd.com

http://www.cristylopezphd.com
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When it hits, it hits hard.

And it’s worse when it feels like it’s come out of nowhere. 

You can’t blame it on lack of sleep. You can’t blame it on your kids interrupting you (because you’ve actually locked 
yourself in a room). You can’t blame it on anything that makes sense.

“Why can’t I just get this thing done - I feel so stuck.”

Each week, I get at least one message or email from a client who feels this way. 

Whether they’re a writer, a creative, a course creator, attorney or small business owner, everyone hits a creative 
block at one point or another.

The problem is that it usually happens at the absolute worst time . . . right before a big deadline. 

So, what do you do? You decide to email the client and ask for another day - hoping that you’ll wake up tomorrow 
having cleared through whatever fog has settled in your brain. 

Sometimes that works. And sometimes that doesn’t. 

But either way, you end up beating yourself up and feeling like you’re somehow less than because you couldn’t do 
what you promised and you’re still unsure that what you delivered is any good.

Sound a little familiar?

Here’s the thing, creative blocks are common - everyone has experienced one 
at some point or another. 

So the good news is that you’re not alone. 

But when it comes down to it, creative blocks don’t have to derail you or even be a part of your future (that’s right, 
you can banish creative blocks for good).

When I tell people that I no longer suffer from creative blocks they look at me like I have to be lying. And the truth is 
that while I do get stuck like everyone else, I don’t get blocked and can move through any struggles quickly. 

And you can too. 

Creative Lesson #13:  
How to Get to the Root Cause  
of Creative Block
By Linda Perry
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By Linda Perry: How to Get to the Root Cause of Creative Block

Most of the information you’ll read to help you through your creative blocks will rely on some short-term manipu-
lation of your brain. And while that can be good in a pinch, diving a little deeper can help you banish creative blocks 
for good.

Here’s why that is . . .most of the time when we have a creative block anything that we do in our outer world is going 
to be temporary because we haven’t worked through the core issue.

You need to dig a little further if you want to permanently block your blocks. 

So, here are 3 things I recommend you do. . .

STOP FOR A MINUTE

When you’re in the middle of a creative block, it can be tempting to just keep digging. 

You think if only you push a little harder, you’ll actually get somewhere - but in truth, you end up feeling like you’re 
in a Canadian car chase.

(and you clearly don’t have to be from Canada to  
appreciate this).

So, while it may feel counterintuitive - especially with a 
deadline looming - the key to getting through your block is 
to stop what you’re doing.

One thing I suggest for clients is to shift gears. 

Go do something easy. Go do something you like.

Then - and this is important - take a moment to ask yourself one important question. 

“What is the cause of my resistance?” And then listen.

If you’re someone who writes (cough cough . . . you), you might find it beneficial to simply write out whatever comes 
up. Let yourself do a brain dump and allow yourself to hear what’s inside.

Maybe it’s that you’re afraid of looking stupid. Or perhaps you hate your client. Or you worry that you’ve lost your 
talent. 

Whatever comes up - write. it. down.

If you want to change a pattern, you must first be aware of what is driving the behavior. And because most of our 
patterns and behaviors come from beliefs hidden in the subconscious brain, you have to tap into a quiet place and be 
willing to explore what’s really going on.

As you write, really trust your instincts and see which of the things you’ve identified is the primary driving force of 
your block. Even if it doesn’t make sense, I want you to go with it!
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By Linda Perry: How to Get to the Root Cause of Creative Block

SEPARATE FACT FROM FICTION

Most of the things that come for us are rooted in the stories we tell ourselves. 

“It has to be perfect.”

“I am a fraud.”

“No one is going to read this anyway.”

“I have nothing to offer.”

And so on. 

The problem with the stories we tell ourselves is that they hold us back from expressing ourselves fully. Most of the 
time, we base our stories - or beliefs - on something we were told when we were kids or stuff we’ve experienced in 
the past.

We then look at the stories and turn them into absolute facts in our mind. 

But here’s why that is wrong. 

In truth our stories can only tell us what may have happened in the past or what might happen in our imagination. 
But they contain ZERO facts. 

I mean ZERO facts.

They may sound like facts to us, but in reality, they are only 
unresolved emotions from the past and can tell us nothing 
about what will happen in this moment or the next.

When you learn to separate out the fact from the fiction in 
your stories, you’ll find out the only thing that’s been holding 
you back . . . is you.

Seeing the truth will help you stop the narrative in your head 
and free you up to find the creativity you thought you lost 
(because the truth is it was simply hiding behind the b.s. you 
told yourself.)
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By Linda Perry: How to Get to the Root Cause of Creative Block

BUILD A CREATIVE PRACTICE

Lastly, I often ask clients who find themselves stuck (over and over) whether they have a creative practice.

Do you do something that will help you see things from a different angle or new perspective?

If you keep approaching life from the same perspective or same structure, day in and day out, it can be hard to tap 
into your creativity.

For me - I stay fresh by reading and by listening to podcasts. 

I’ll read different kinds of books and get into other people’s brains so that I can adopt something I’ve heard and put a 
spin on it that is truly my own.

I also ask myself the question, “How can I look at this differently?” 

How can I use what I know and completely unknow it so that I can look at things a little differently - maybe a little 
bit better. By doing this on a regular basis, I feel like I have a flood of creative material ready to pull from and support 
whatever I need to tackle. 

And as a copywriter and mindset coach, that can be critical on both fronts. 
When you start looking inward and truly understand the drivers that keep you stuck, it’s incredible how the chains 
that have held you back, simply disappear. 

Try this 3 step process out before you get dragged down by your next creative block. The key to getting over all of 
our blocks is really thinking about them AHEAD of time and taking action today!

Linda

Linda Perry

Linda Perry is a recovering federal criminal defense attorney, master mindset coach and copywriter who  
believes that the key to a crazy successful business is adopting a Mindset FirstTM attitude. Instead of  
waiting until a crisis hits, Linda works with clients to show them how to strengthen and use their  
mindset to get ahead.

Trained at the world-renowned Ford Institute, Linda has helped hundreds of clients give up their most  
limiting beliefs and adopt an empowering mindset so they can build six-figure businesses and beyond.  
Linda’s shares her version of “practical-woo” through her Mindsetters Membership, Group Courses and  
Private Coaching. She is also the lead business instructor at Levin Life Coach Academy where she teaches 
new coaches how to build a thriving coaching practice.
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For me, it all comes down to self-care and shitty first drafts. Neither of which are always easy to do.

When you’re feeling stuck and absolutely lacking in creativity, there’s usually something going on mentally or  
emotionally. And, since our tendency is to beat ourselves up and find fault when we’re not able to be as productive  
or creative as we want to be, inward is a good first place to turn. 

Check in with yourself. Is there something else you need to do, deal with or shake off? Are you overwhelmed?  
Sometimes when you’re starting a project - especially a big one with lots of moving parts, it’s easy to freeze,  
or get blocked. Just sorting it all out can feel daunting.

Does your frustration have anything to do with the work itself? Or is it a question of focus, or discipline?  
Or confusion? 

And, maybe there’s something else stressing you out and distracting you. A pandemic or something, I dunno.  
Sometimes giving voice to what you’re feeling can help diminish it and put it into perspective so you can sort  
through what’s in your way. 

When you’re in that state? 

Get away from your computer. Stand up and walk away. Especially if you have no ideas and you find yourself flitting 
from thing to thing. Get up, get out and do something physical, or just get up and get out of your office. Go out for a 
walk, get a cuppa, even just go outside where the view is different. Shake it up. 

Read something (seemingly) unrelated to what you’re working on. It can be hard to give yourself permission. There’s 
that tendency to drive harder, to push, when you’re stuck. But. I’ve found just 20 minutes of getting disengaged gives 
me better results -- ultimately -- than pushing harder for an hour or two and -- usually -- getting nowhere. 

You know how you get your best ideas and inspiration in the middle of the night, or in the shower, or when you’re 
walking the dog? When you feed your brain ideas and don’t try and process them, but just leave them there to 
percolate -- ideas and solutions appear (in the shower, or the car, or wherever you happen to be). When you stop 
fixating on the problem, your brain is freed up to ideate. 

But giving yourself the permission to step away, to unlock your brain from the problem can be hard to do. 

It doesn’t feel directly productive, so it’s easy to dismiss it as a way to procrastinate or as a stupid idea that isn’t  
going to get you closer to what you need: words on the paper that convince somebody to do something...

Creative Lesson #14:  
When in Doubt, Leave
By Amy Posner
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Amy Posner: When in Doubt, Leave

Once you’re able to unhook your brain from the problem at hand, and you’ve done something to change your  
emotional and physical state, sit down and write a shitty first draft. DO. NOT. TRY. and write finished copy or worry 
about your hooks, big ideas, your leads, formulas, any of it. Just write. 

Too often, we expect to sit down and write something decent, to write polished copy. We want to come up with 
inspired big ideas vetted by research so fresh the ink isn’t dry. NEWS FLASH: copy doesn’t get written that way. 

Yeah, every now and again you sit down and write something close to final. But more often? It’s starting, refining, 
seeing what you’re missing, fixing, iterating and improving. You let the copy sit, you go back and you rework it -  
ideally with a little time between to get some distance and perspective. 

In other words? Not a creative process. A work process. I’m going out on a limb here, but I’ll say it: writer’s block 
seems like a self-indulgent luxury whose fix is just doing the work. I know, creativity doesn’t appear on demand. But 
it’s not some precious commodity that you have to create just the right conditions for. 

Years ago someone shared the idea with me that I could feel like hell and still get the work done if I didn’t let my 
emotions rule. It was a revelation for me. I could acknowledge those feelings, put them aside and get the thing done. 
And, there are days, particularly during times of uncertainty, that you just don’t get as much done. It’s OK. Be kind to 
yourself. 

You need to be in the right frame of mind to convey your ideas in a compelling way, but don’t wait for lightning to 
strike . Be proactive instead -- about taking care of yourself and your expectations -- and you’ll start to find that 
more often, it’s easier to sit down and write.

When you’re feeling stuck, consider shaking it off and changing your mental state and then try this: write the  
shittiest first draft you possibly can. If that’s your goal? You can’t miss. Sometimes that’s what’s needed.  

Amy Posner

Amy Posner is a conversion and direct response copywriter who helps other copywriters improve  
their copy and business chops through Copy Hackers and her Coaching on Demand service.

Find her at amyposner.com

https://amyposner.com/
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Life is full of pressures—and the vulnerability you feel when you write and share it publicly is common to those who 
step up and take the risk. This can trigger an emotionally reactive journey that not only surprises you, but shakes 
your confidence—precisely when you need it most! 

When feeling unsure or insecure, you can build more self-awareness, which in turn, helps you avoid self-protective 
behaviors that threaten to keep you stuck in place. In my leadership training, I teach CcORE™ © Steps that help my 
clients in most any situation, and writing is no exception. These steps can help you confidently hurdle past “creative 
blocks” that are part of the writer’s experience, or simply the human experience for the person who tackles heartfelt, 
creative endeavors of any type.  

Is this you? Do you repeatedly take cleansing breaths, trying to calm yourself, hoping to claim your secure self, only 
to feel overwhelmed to the point of wanting to resist, give up, and hide altogether? 

Negative internal talk like “I can’t” or “Who me?” disrupt your sense of Self-Leadership and the intended process of 
your creative brain. You aren’t alone. It’s important to remember that nearly everyone who is courageous enough to 
go for it and utilize their “creative brain” and “entrepreneurial spirit” fall prey to heaping self-criticism and judge-
ments upon themselves at one time or another. It’s a fight-or-flight reaction, not logical or thought out. For most, 
it is only a momentary “block” that is experienced, but sometimes it lasts longer when the stakes are high and the 
outcome means so much, whether it is completing a writing project, or building a business, or both!  

For my purposes in this article, imagine you’re writing the next chapter of your book or that all-important article. 
Along with experiencing negative self-talk and emotions, I bet you’ve also felt trapped in feelings of comparison and 
inadequacy—or been frozen in place in perfectionism or procrastination. This is true for most creative types, until 
you realize it’s part of human nature, and learn effective ways to move past such things—and toward completion and 
success. 

When challenged, the key is to PAUSE when counterproductive behaviors threaten your creativity. Stop those  
behaviors, and take deep breaths. Remind yourself of your vision and purpose, your ability, and your creative skill. 
This helps regulate your emotions and gives you the space to choose the action you need to take. (e.g. write 500 
words each day, research, revise, etc.)  

Creative Lesson #15:  
How Successful Entrepreneurs  
Stop Creative Self-Sabotage
By Annie Hyman Pratt
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Annie Hyman Pratt: How Successful Entrepreneurs Stop Creative Self-Sabotage

Then use the CcORE Process:

CLARIFY WHY YOU WRITE: Remind yourself why people will care, and that what you write will make a difference in 
people’s lives. Look at the situation objectively: What is fact? (e.g. a clear, purposeful writing goal) What are reactive, 
self-protective feelings and behaviors? (e.g. overwhelm, self-judgements, resistance)        
  
CHOOSE YOUR IMPACT: Choose to go for it! Trust your creative brain can and will turn thoughts into words on the 
page. The writing process is like a study in human psychology—your own! But… once you’ve written the final copy, 
your confidence soars, your self-talk turns into, “Yes, I can!” …as long as you choose to continue and not quit!

OBSERVE YOUR THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS: Accept the surprises and detours along the way, and that you will have 
strong feelings about them. The creative or entrepreneurial process is not a predictable journey, and it is influenced 
by your personality. For many of you, it challenges your methodical, deep-thinking self; the desire to do it perfectly. 
And for others, you are challenged in an opposite way—your casual, creative, independent and curious nature takes 
you every-which-way. Accept the surprises, accept that you can’t avoid having feelings, and accept yourself.  

RELEASE JUDGEMENT TO COMPASSION:  In a nutshell, automatic projecting of how things will go badly in the  
future is self-judgement. Releasing judgement means letting go of all your negative internal talk and stories,  
opinions, evaluations of right/wrong or good/bad. This is important awareness to have at all times in your life— 
and is especially helpful to bring clarity and objectivity during any intensive creative process you tackle. 

After releasing judgement, you are able to view your writing (or any other courageous and creative undertaking)  
with acceptance and compassion. 

It’s helpful to think of releasing judgement in three parts. Ask yourself these questions:

1, Question your CERTAINTY: What do I really know?

2. Question your EVALUATION: Is this definitely a negative situation?

3, Question your EFFECTIVENESS: Will my behavior achieve positive results?

Walking through the process of releasing judgements you hold about yourself and your current situation  
will free you.

ENGAGE YOUR SECURE SELF:  From this place of compassion you are able to anchor in your Secure Self—confident 
in who you are and what you bring to the table. Ultimately, you are enough. You are no longer feeling threatened 
by the situation and know that you are okay in the present moment. From your Secure Self you can now re-engage 
with others for creative problem solving, decision making, or take a look at a creative spot that had previously felt 
blocked. Your Secure Self is an experience of openness and expansion, which allows you to embrace challenge as an 
opportunity for your greatest gifts to be fully expressed.
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Annie Hyman Pratt: How Successful Entrepreneurs Stop Creative Self-Sabotage

Now, move forward tomorrow being authentically you. Utilize these CcORE ™ © Steps, recognize how your writing 
(or other creative process) didn’t “block,” but instead, “brought” forth your confidence and SECURE SELF! 

And honor the writing zone that is uniquely yours. (Where you write, why, how and what.) Whatever you are writing, 
appreciate a journey of unexpected surprises, learning and growth. 

When push comes to shove, at the end of the day, every writer will tell you, “Just don’t stop—keep writing!”  

BONUS TIP:  Discover THREE SIMPLE STEPS to effectively  
appreciate and apologize to your team, your partner, your loved  
ones, or anytime you need it:  
https://leadingedgeteams.com/appreciation-apology-marcella

Knowing how to offer sincere appreciation and apology helps everyone 
navigate ups and downs, making your professional and personal journey 
much more enjoyable.  Learn how here “Appreciation and Apology.”

Annie Hyman Pratt

Annie Hyman Pratt is the master at developing leaders and teams that drive rapid 
and sustainable results—so entrepreneurs can work on the strategic and visionary 
aspects of their business—and have the time, freedom, and the impact they desire. 

Annie more than 10x’d her family business—The Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf—taking it 
from seven domestic “Mom and Pop Shops,” to an international brand of 70+ stores, 
all in seven years’ time. She then led the company through a highly successful sale.

Annie spent the next two decades as a top-tier business consultant specializing in “Rapid Growth and 
Change.” She has since worked with 50+ companies—in diverse industries—guiding them through virtually 
every challenge and growth stage imaginable. No other leadership or team development consultant comes 
close to Annie’s level and scope of experience. Her track record of success stems from her unique approach 
to business strategy, structure, systems, finance, and the “missing link” of behavior that brings it all together.

Whatever challenges you may be facing in your business, Annie has likely already seen it—and solved it. Some 
of Annie’s current clients include fast-growing, high-level entrepreneurs like: Jeff Walker, Lisa Sasevich, Susan 
Peirce Thompson, Erico Rocha, Christian Mickelsen and Reid Tracy. 

Annie holds a Bachelor of Arts, Phi Beta Kappa, Magna Cum Laude, from UCLA in Economics/Business, is a 
licensed CPA, and holds a master’s degree in Spiritual Psychology from the University of Santa Monica.

https://impaqentrepreneur.lpages.co/appreciation-and-apology-marcella/
https://impaqentrepreneur.lpages.co/appreciation-and-apology-marcella/
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It comes on suddenly.

For months, I’m obnoxiously giddy about my life and what I get to do for a living. I’m on a roll. No, not just on a roll: 
I’m on fire! #Unstoppable.

Until, one day, I wake up feeling…doomed. Life is relentless. I have to do this till I die? I hate my industry. Everyone’s 
a dirtbag, and I’m pandering to them. I have no good ideas. I’ve lost my edge. My posts on Instagram aren’t getting 
many likes. I’m not “resonating.” Nobody likes me anymore. It’s time to step aside, make way for the new kids, take up 
decoupage. I’m tired. I can’t even go near my laptop, need to lie down and watch TV on my iPad. All of the latest sea-
son of Real Housewives of Orange County, even though it sucks. Or maybe start The Sopranos from the beginning 
again. The Wire? No, Breaking Bad. That’ll keep me stupefied for at least a week, give me a sense of purpose.  
See you on the other side.

Yup, I’m in it…

The Rut.

It used to hit every April. Sometimes, in November, when it’s getting darker and feels like dinner time at 4pm. And 
often, it would last for weeks or even months.

The rut happens to me less now that I understand that it’s cyclical – just like dry, itchy skin. I don’t get down on my-
self for that; I just slather on the lotion. (Or, scratch till I bleed. Too lazy for lotion.)

I’m also able to crawl out of my rut faster – sometimes within the day – now that I know what works for me. Maybe 
something here will work for you, too.

Before I share, a few notes.

Note 1: These aren’t entrepreneur-specific, but I’ll admit they’re filtered through my entrepreneur lens. That is,  
the lens of working for myself and being able to shape my day…and destiny, no biggie. (If that sounds smug, guilty! 
But remember, my smug spirit crashes periodically like anyone else’s.)

Note 2: I’m not addressing clinical depression here. This is more about a general malaise where you feel like your 
mojo’s gone, and you’re not productive or motivated like you used to be (last week).

Note 3: Some of these address writer’s block, but I’ll need to do a dedicated post for that. It’ll overlap a little,  
is that OK? I say it is.

Creative Lesson #16:  
How to Get Out of a Rut:  
13 Ways to Stop Feeling Like a Useless Blob and Get Back  
to Your Creative, Motivated Self (If That Was Ever You)
By Laura Belgray
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Laura Belgray: How to Get Out of a Rut: 13 Ways to Stop Feeling Like a Useless Blob And Get Back to Your Creative,  
Motivated Self (If That Was Ever You)

Ready? Here are my tested rut busters.

1) Lean into it.
Stop fighting the urge to watch every episode of a 10-season show on Netflix (instead of doing what your life re-
quires of you), and give it your 100%. Binge away. You won’t be able to stop till the end, but you’ll actually be eager to 
finish so you can get back to your life. Plus, you’ll see what you can get done when you’re into it! 10 seasons, straight? 
Look at your focus and stamina!

2) Exercise.
Major cliche, but it’s true. Getting off your tuchus and physically moving changes the chemicals in your brain. And, if 
nothing else, at least you exercised. When I’m feeling creatively useless, I give up and go for a long walk. Even if I still 
feel useless when I come back, I can say, hey – I exercised.

3) Listen to some self-help-y woo shit.
You have to be at least woo-curious, or woo-adjacent (that’s how I label myself), to get with this one. If you’re not, 
skip to the next idea because otherwise, you’ll judge me, and I AM NOT IN THE MOOD TO BE JUDGED. When I’m 
feeling stuck, I like to walk and listen to Abraham Hicks videos on YouTube. They just make me feel good, even when 
they’re a little “out there.” I stay away from the ones on reincarnation or human tragedy, but I love the ones about 
money and success. There are tons of them. You can look for a particular topic. Lately, I like to search for “Abraham 
Hicks on writing a book.”

I actually upgraded to YouTube premium and an unlimited data plan so I could pork out on these videos without 
worrying about using up my MBs.

4) Start a new habit.
I wish I’d written the book “Make Your Bed” because going from someone who doesn’t make the bed to someone 
who makes the bed first thing every morning was a game-changer. (Actually, I don’t have a whole book’s worth to 
say about it, but I love the title.) I had it in my mind that I couldn’t change as a person, and simply changing that one 
thing proved to me that there was possibility for more change.

I also became someone who unpacks the minute I get home from a trip. I used to watch my husband do that and 
think, “I wish I were that kind of person.” One day it finally occurred to me, “Oh, I could be that person. It’s my 
choice!” I proved that by doing it.

And, I became someone who writes every morning. I learned how to trigger this habit.

That helped enormously to convince me that I don’t have to live with wishing I were a different kind of person. I can 
become one. Who knew???

5) Write.
Even if you’re “not a writer,” writing fires synapses in the brain (or some science-y thing like that) and gets you think-
ing in new ways. That’s what you need to get out of your cyclical, stuck thinking. Even if those are the exact thoughts 
you write down. You can write in a physical journal, an Evernote doc, a google doc, any doc. I like 750words.com. It’s 
helped me create a daily writing habit. Writing + new habit: two in one!
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6) Help someone.
I don’t mean sign up to volunteer somewhere. That’s a great idea, but if I were in a rut, I probably wouldn’t follow 
through. I’d get overwhelmed by the volunteer sites online; spend all day trying to decide between teaching under-
privileged kids to read, chopping onions in a soup kitchen, and helping build affordable housing; give up, and buy 
myself something on Shopbop. Being honest here. Again, I’m not saying don’t do this. You totally should; I’m a bad 
person.

What I’m talking about is easier and more immediate: Facebook groups. Whether it’s a work-related group (Badass 
Bookkeepers) or a personal one (Women Who Date Douches), I can guarantee someone in there will post some 
struggle or question or cry for help – “The guy said he loved me naked, but now he’s not texting me back! I don’t 
understand!” – that you can comment on helpfully.

Being helpful can break the spell of thinking you suck and have no good ideas.

7) Hide or unfollow people you’re jealous of or who make you feel “behind.”
If comparing yourself to someone sends you into a tailspin of feeling behind (and then into the quicksand of  
paralysis), unfollow that person. I know the common wisdom is, “If you envy someone, that’s an indication of  
potential in you.”

Yes, sure. But if it doesn’t feel good, it doesn’t feel good. I’ve been guilty of continuing to follow groups and people 
who, whenever they show up in my feed, make me feel frantic and a little depressed. I don’t unfollow because I think, 
“They might post something I need to know about” or “If I don’t know what they’re up to, I’ll fall further behind”, or 
“Keep your friends close, and your frienemies closer,” etc.

Nah. Just hide them. You can always unhide.

8) Take a shower.
That’s right – bathe, dirty bird! Kidding. This one’s only good for my temporary, one-day ruts, when I’m not getting 
anywhere with my work, and I’m dicking around on Instagram and Facebook and can’t seem to shift into gear. Get-
ting in the shower resets me. Gives my day a (literally) clean slate.

9) Cross off an incompletion.
Incompletions: those little to-dos that stare at you from every corner of the house. A sloppy stack of mail items 
you can’t throw out because you need to deal with them; an underwear drawer that won’t close all the way because 
there’s a bra stuck behind it; an alert that keeps coming up on your computer (that you set up and keep closing): 
“BOOK FLIGHTS FOR MARCH TRIP.” Oops, that’s me.
If you’re in a rut, try getting one of those things done. Pick at random. If you’re like me, trying to decide an order of 
attack will keep you right where you are.

10) Phone a friend.
More likely, you’ll text a friend. However you communicate, reach out to a friend who’s good at reminding you why 
you’re awesome. Not everyone has this friend, so this one might be unfair. I can text or call my friend Susie and ask, 
“What’s great about me?” and she’ll give me an immediate list. That always helps.

Laura Belgray: How To Get Out Of A Rut: 13 Ways To Stop Feeling Like A Useless Blob And Get Back To Your Creative,  
Motivated Self (If That Was Ever You)
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11) Create and publish.
Write something, paint something, photograph something, sing something, say something, and hit post or send. This 
sounds counterintuitive if you’ve got writer’s block or any other kind of creative block. Like, “Thanks a lot, that’s the 
problem, I can’t.” Yes, you can. It doesn’t have to be epic or great. It can be short and stupid. If it touches or helps or 
changes the mood of just one person, then it was worth it. Even if no one responds to it, that’s fine. You’ll be doing 
someone else a favor: giving them permission to post something that no one might respond to.

12) Use prompts.
If you can’t think of anything to say, look up prompts. Any time I google “writing prompts,” I come up with new ideas 
of things to write about. I did it just now, and the first one is: “No! Write about a time you said no to someone or 
something and were glad you did.” I’m a rebel, so I’d probably write the opposite: about a time I should’ve said no, 
or regret saying no. I have a 2-in-1 story – the time I said no to a trip to Cuba because I had a date with a guy from 
college whom I barely knew. (But he was really hot, and he was coming in from Connecticut to see me!)
Bet you’ve got something to write or create just from that, amiright?

13) Take a course.
When’s the last time you learned a new skill?
One reason I’m obsessed with my house dance class is that it gives me that feeling you get every day as a child, but 
less as an adult: the feeling of “I got it! I’m doing it!” I’m not a psychologist, but I think that’s an important experience 
for your well-being.

There’s so much available online, lots of it for free, that you don’t even need to leave your house or spend a dime to 
learn something new. Hip hop dance, cartooning, speaking Italian, spatchcocking a chicken. (Please admire the third 
item here – makes for a perfect triple because “chicken” is a funny word and “spatchcock” is even better.)
You could learn to tweak your own sales and website copy. This starter course spurs my Shrimpers into instant ac-
tion, making quick, money-making improvements all over their websites: homepage, about page, services page, you 
name it. Taking action is the best (well, only) rut-buster there is.

You could even learn to start a business. I’m going to use this opportunity to get you thinking about Marie Forleo’s 
B-School, which opens once a year. (Always in February.) It teaches you how to create and market a business (from 
scratch) that makes money online 24/7. Perfect way to bust a career rut if you’re considering pivoting to your own 
business or side hustle. Get on the interest list so I can keep you in the loop about the course and my special bonuses.

Now you.

Do you get in a seasonal rut? What do you do to bust it?

Which one of these would you try first?

Laura Belgray: How To Get Out Of A Rut: 13 Ways To Stop Feeling Like A Useless Blob And Get Back To Your Creative,  
Motivated Self (If That Was Ever You)

Laura Belgray
Laura Belgray, founder of Talking Shrimp, is an award-winning copywriting expert and 
unapologetic lazy person. She’s written TV spots for clients like NBC, Fandango, and Bravo, 
and now helps entrepreneurs and creatives to cash in on their unique personalities, become 
binge-worthy, and get paid to be 100% themselves. The Copy Cure, her course with Marie  
Forleo, has helped thousands of creative pros to master and even fall in love with copywriting. 

Get her 5 Secrets To Non-Sucky Copy here, and her guide to Non-Sucky Subject Lines  
(For Emails That Actually Get Opened And Read) here.

https://talkingshrimp.com/seth-godin
https://talkingshrimp.com/60-minute-makeover
https://app.monstercampaigns.com/c/adef7harkazyuu3nbknm/
https://talkingshrimp.com/
https://talkingshrimp.com/secrets
https://talkingshrimp.com/subjectlines
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When I was 23 years old, I was downsized from my first copywriting job. Since I didn’t want to move back home  
with my folks, I signed on with a temp agency to pay the bills. That’s how I ended up working as a part-time office 
manager for Carl Solway Gallery. 

Carl Solway Gallery was an international contemporary art gallery specializing in Fluxus art. The Fluxus movement 
was started in the 1960s by an avant-garde collection of artists and composers. It included musician John Cage, 
dancer Merce Cunningham, video artist Nam June Paik, performance artist Yoko Ono, and so many more. 

The Fluxus artists were anti-establishment rebels. They weren’t interested in precious paintings hanging in  
museums or overly produced, over-hyped art. Instead, they made art from random everyday materials, things  
like tin cans, cardboard boxes, or junk store finds.  

The Fluxus artists collaborated on cutting edge performances.  Nothing was sacred. There was a lot of humor  
and play and chaos. They weren’t bound by traditional rules of the art establishment. It was all so far beyond  
my midwestern idea of art and it felt incredibly freeing and risky to me.

“Get yourself out of whatever cage you find yourself in.” – John Cage

My job at the gallery was to keep track of it all. I did the accounting for all of the art projects which might include 
things like “pig fetus in glass jar,” “WW II bomb with cello strings,” or “antique wood TV cabinet.”  Occasionally, I 
would get to participate in live performances. 

When I started working at the gallery, I knew absolutely 
nothing about contemporary art. I had no idea what it all 
meant. But Carl Solway taught me how to see.  

Carl would tell me the story of each artist and each piece 
of artwork in the gallery. He would explain the creative 
process and the meaning behind the work. He was so 
passionate and intellectually curious, and he inspired me 
to look deeper.

Creative Lesson #17:  
Where Can You Find Your Inspiration 
When You’ve Lost It?
By Marcella Allison

Today, Carl Solway is still teaching me how to see 
through the eyes of the artist. He is still challenging 
me and pushing me to see the world differently.  
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It was at the gallery that I first understood the power of art to inspire  
my own creativity.  

I sat in that gallery day after day surrounded by cutting-edge artwork with dozens of artists coming and going. The 
artists would see me sitting at my desk paying the bills or typing letters for Carl on the ancient word processor, and 
they would stop and ask, “So what do you do?”

I would say, “I’m the office manager,” like it should be obvious. They would look confused and ask again, “Right, but 
what do you DO?”  

You see, they were artists, and they assumed that everyone made art. They wanted to know, “Do you paint? Dance? 
Draw? Compose? What do you create?”

Working in that gallery week after week, month after month, I began to be inspired. Until one day I answered the 
question, “What do you do?” with two simple words… “I write.” That was the moment I declared myself as an artist 
for the very first time.

And that is why, when I lose my creative spark, I always return to the artworld, to artists, for my inspiration.

How Do You Find Your Inspiration When You’ve Lost It?

Every writer I know falls into a swamp of boredom now and again. Even if you love your work, your clients, and your 
writing practice, we all lose that spark at times, when nothing seems exciting and we struggle to put words on the page.

The WORST thing you can do when you lose your creativity is to try to force yourself to be creative.  Staring at  
the blank page and telling yourself you MUST come up with something new and unique will drive you crazy.
Instead, you need to find a way to rekindle that spark. And one of the best ways to do this is to take yourself on an 
“artist date.”

The term “artist date” comes from Julia Cameron and her beloved book, The Artist’s Way. Now a lot of people read 
this classic book and they fall in love with the morning pages exercise. Every morning you complete three pages of 
long-hand journal writing to clear your mind.

It’s a great exercise. But too many people forget that it’s only half of the equation. The other half is a weekly  
“artist date.” According to honorary Titanide, Julia Cameron, “An Artist Date is a weekly expedition to explore  
something that enchants or interests you.” And it’s equally important.

“My students understand ‘working’ on their Morning Pages – after all, this is America, and we have a powerful work 
ethic. But the very same students who studiously apply themselves to writing their three pages a day often find 
themselves balking at my assignment of an Artist Date. And yet, an Artist Date is what fills the well for them,  
triggering synchronicity and the flow of creativity in their pages and in their life.” – Julia Cameron,  
The Magic of Artists Dates

It turns out that Cameron is onto something. New research shows that art can heal us, inspire us and even  
alter our brain chemistry.
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Artist Dates Trigger Your Pleasure Response

Professor Semir Zeki, Chair of Neuroaesthetics at University College London, conducted a little experiment. Profes-
sor Zeki showed a collection of 30 paintings by major artists, including landscapes, still lifes, abstracts, portraits, etc. 
to a group of men and women. Then Zeki took brain scans of the men and women while they studied the artwork. 
And he made an astonishing discovery.

When you look at a beautiful painting, the blood flow to your brain increases by as much as 10%. That is the same 
amount as gazing at someone you love. Both produce a powerful “pleasure” response. 

But that’s not all…

Brain images also show that when you look at a profound piece of art, your brain fires up the same neurons as the 
artist’s brain did when he or she first created the piece. Just by studying the artwork, you’re creating new neural 
pathways and stimulating a state of inspiration.  

You literally feel the same inspiration the artist felt when creating the artwork.  
Scientists call this “embodied cognition.”  

Stimulate Your 5 Senses To Boost Creativity

While I was down in my rabbit hole researching the effects of art on your brain, I found another interesting article 
at FastCompany.com by honorary Jane Porter. She reviewed all the research on how you can curate the 5 senses to 
jumpstart your creative process. 

Did you know that while daylight makes you more alert, dim lighting boosts creative performance and encourages 
you to take risks? Or that listening to ambient noise stimulates your thinking? Or that changing the temperature 
in the room can affect performance? Or that a vanilla-scented candle boosts creativity while the smell of jasmine 
improves cognitive skills?

Read the full article here. 

The best Artist Dates stimulate all your senses:   
taste, touch, sound, sight, smell.  

In January, everything was cold and grey and I was suffering from cabin fever and a serious lack of good ideas. So my 
husband Tom and I booked a discounted hotel room at The Palmer House online, jumped in the car and headed for 
Chicago. We spent the entire weekend on an extended Artist Date feeding all of our senses.

On Saturday we went to the Art Institute of Chicago to see an exhibit by Andy Warhol. I saw a large painting in the 
exhibit that looked like Basquiat, another artist that I like. I read the panel and it turns out that Basquiat and Warhol 
used to co-create paintings. 

They would literally send the painting back and forth to each other, each one adding a layer until they felt like it was 
done. I found that fascinating, and I had never heard about that.

https://www.fastcompany.com/3031918/using-your-5-senses-to-jump-start-the-creative-process
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Then that night we went to see the Tedeschi Trucks Band in concert. It turned out that Susan Tedeschi  was sick, 
and she was struggling to sing some of the songs. She invited a young woman, one of her backup singers, to sing 
Bound for Glory, one of their signature songs.  

This young woman absolutely owned that song.  She stepped up and belted it out like an opera star. The place went 
crazy. People were screaming and yelling and applauding her. 

Then on Sunday, we went to the Museum of Contemporary Art to see a very interesting exhibition about the power 
of words. There was a young artist named Alexandra Bell, who took a New York Times story about the shooting of 
Michael Brown by a white police officer and examined the language. 

She redacted parts, rewrote parts, highlighted different parts, and inserted editorial comments.  Bell demonstrated 
how even so-called neutral reporting is biased by the facts that we choose to share, how we share those facts, how 
we open the story, and how we describe each of the protagonists.  

Bell was looking at hidden racial bias in journalism, but it made me think about how we make those same choices in 
copy.  And the choices we make influence the story and how the reader perceives it. It’s a powerful responsibility.

Then Tom and I went back to the Art Institute of Chicago  
to see an avant-garde music performance by John Cale.  
The visuals behind it were amazing. The sound was like  
nothing I usually listen to, so it forced me to hear things  
in a different way.

So we have sight, we have sound, we have all the smells  
and colors of the city, and the taste of food.  
All of that stimulates you. 

Then we grabbed dinner at the Italian Village, 
where I used to eat with my father every  

Christmas holiday when I was growing up.  
We’d have calamari and manicotti and then go 

look at all the decorated windows on State Street.  
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When Tom and I left Chicago at the end of that weekend, we were both spinning with ideas. Tom was excited to get 
back to his sketching, and I was filled with new ideas for my writing. Our Artist Date weekend got us out of our day-
to-day routine and stimulated so many new ideas. 

If you’re journaling every day, that’s great. If you’re doing the morning pages like Julia Cameron suggests, that’s  
fantastic. But don’t forget about the Artist Date.

Once a week, mark the time on your calendar to get out and do something that sparks your inner creativity.  
You don’t have to drive all the way to Chicago (although it is an amazing city).

You can do something as simple as go to a local yarn store and feel the yarn and look at all the colors. Go to an 
ethnic restaurant that you’ve never been to in a different neighborhood. Wander the aquarium, take a cooking class, 
finger paint, go to Nordstrom and smell the perfumes. 

Take a walk in a part of the city that you’ve never been to. If art’s your thing, go to a museum you’ve never been to 
before. You’ll be amazed at how this sparks ideas for your project even when the two seem completely unrelated.

Continue Your Creative Journey with The Titanides

The best place for you to continue your creative journey with the support of myself and hundreds of other women 
just like you is by joining the Titanides today. 

The Titanides is a women-only network and mentoring collective for creatives of all types… copywriters, designers, 
marketers, entrepreneurs and more.

Why Women-Only?

Because new research in the Harvard Business Review reveals that women need women-only networks in order  
to succeed at the highest levels in business.  

In fact, women who have BOTH a central network of well-connected peers… AND a second women-only inner 
circle… land jobs with more authority and 250% BETTER pay!

In contrast, those women who are super connected but do NOT have a separate female-only network end up  
with the least authority and the lowest pay. 

The researchers aren’t sure why… but they suspect that women pass valuable information to each other just like  
old boy networks have done for years.

Look, the data is clear. Even if you have the exact same qualifications, education, and work experience as a man… 
you need an ‘old girls club’ like the Titanides to succeed.

I call it my dirty little sexist secret to succeeding as a woman in business.  
Now, here’s the thing. If you want these benefits (and those are some pretty awesome benefits in my opinion),  
you have to take action. 

https://titanides.com/join-us/
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Take the First Step

Studies show that no matter how overqualified or over-prepared a woman may be, she often still hesitates to  
take the leap. And we miss out on opportunities because of it. 

Don’t hesitate to take the first step. Go to www.Titanides.com/join-us and join the Titanides today.   
Find out what it’s like to have a tribe of talented, generous, brilliant, supportive women at your back. 

Because we all rise together and now we’ve got the data to prove it.

Welcome to the Titanides.
Marcella Allison, Your Fearless Leader of the “Not-So-Secret” Order of the Titanides

Marcella Alison

Marcella Allison, marcellaallison.com is the CEO of Copy Harvest LLC and the 
founder of Titanides LLC, titanides.com an organization dedicated to promoting 
female entrepreneurs, marketers, and copywriters.

As a copywriter, she currently works with some of the top direct-response  
companies in the industry. Her clients include The Motley Fool, BottomLine, Inc., 
Advanced Bionutritionals, Money Map Press, Metabolic Living and more.  Her copy 
has generated over $100 million in sales for financial trading services, alternative 
health supplements, and information products.

As a mentor and copy chief, she leads Money Map Press’s proprietary training program for in-house and  
freelance copywriters.  She also mentors over 600 women in the Titanides. 

In 2018, Marcella was awarded Copywriter of the Year by American Writers and Artists Inc. for her outstand-
ing performance record and impact on the copywriting industry. She’s a featured speaker at industry events 
including AWAI’s Copywriting Success Bootcamp, Copy Chief LIVE, and The Copywriter Club In Real Life.

Marcella is the co-author of, Why Didn’t Anyone Tell Me This Sh*t Before? a collection of wit and wisdom 
from women in business. As the founder of the Titanides she is dedicated to building a new arena, where  
dynamic, creative women co-mentor, elevate, and support each other on the journey to success.

http://www.Titanides.com/join-us
https://marcellaallison.com/
https://titanides.com/


I’ve struggled with writer’s block my entire life.

In college, I believed that if my writing did not spring forth from my pen like Toni Morrison or Pat Conroy, then it was pointless.  

As a copy apprentice, I suffered from a crippling fear of not being good enough, not being perfect, and embarrassing myself.

As a copywriter, I procrastinated until my mentor, David Deutsch, nicknamed me “Lucy” because I was always “pulling the  
football” away at the last-minute, promising to deliver the copy and then vanishing.

And, there have been times when the drama in my family life (and in the world) smothered my creativity,  and the words I was 
supposed to write got caught in the back of my throat. 

And yet… through it all, I’ve still been able to produce winning control after winning control.

Over the past twenty years, my copy has generated over $100 million in sales for my clients, including financial trading services, 
alternative health supplements, and various information products. 

I’ve mentored and copy chiefed some of the most successful copywriters working today. And, perhaps my proudest achieve-
ment, I’ve founded the Titanides Mentoring Collective for female marketers, entrepreneurs, and copywriters. A women-only 
network that teaches proven strategies to help women command more authority and earn 250% better pay.

But, regardless of my career highlight reel…

...I know it lingers.

I know it lurks furtively in dark corners. I know my writer’s block could strike at any moment. This is why, when I find myself 
struggling, I turn to my all-women A-list network to save me from the shadows. 

After years of leaning on them in times of trouble, I decided the right thing to do would be to shine a spotlight on their  
brilliance. I wanted to showcase the sanity-saving lessons I have used over the years that dragged me across the finish line  
each and every time. The result is the treasure trove of wisdom in your hand, The Titanides Mentoring Collective Presents:   
17 Ways To Beat Back Writer’s Block and Win.

In this book, you’ll find solutions to writer’s block from some of the greatest and smartest women in business. They will help 
you keep writing, keep producing, keep generating income, even when you’re emotionally drained and creatively exhausted.

Not only will these 17 lessons help you survive a creativity drought, but they will also help you stamp out imposter syndrome 
and silence the negative monkey chatter.

This book will help clear out your clogged neural pathways so you can sit down, focus, and write compelling copy and wise 
words every time you open your laptop.

Together, these powerhouse women can help you push past writer’s block and thrive.

And that is the goal of the Titanides Mentoring Collective, to build a new arena where dynamic, creative women can mentor 
each other on the road to success.

Now, let’s get writing.

Marcella Allison,  
Founder, The Titanides Mentoring Collective

www.titanides.com

Introduction

http://www.titanides.com

